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Preamble by Editor

Members of the Spiritualist Society of Athens “The Divine Light” Greece received a
number of inspirational teachings from the Heavenly Kingdom. All spiritual
communications were received by the Society’s medium: the late George Pizanis. These
communications were published in a series of books in Greek (some are available in
English), which can be obtained from www.divinelight.org.gr.
These spiritual
communications were terminated in 1979 with the death of the Society’s medium the day
after the last communication was given and the Teaching of Heaven had been
completed. For more information the reader is referred to the Society’s booklet “What is
Divine Light” which can also be obtained from this website.
This series of monographs is a continuation of the four books in the series “The Purpose
of Earthly Life” which can be downloaded free from the website www.divinepharos.org.
For further information the readers are directed to the books in this website which can be
downloaded for free. Each page is divided into two sections: the larger one contains the
translation and the other additional material from elsewhere to assist with your reading.
Some margin comments were obtained from encyclopaedias and Wikipedia. Please do
your own research, the internet, on-line libraries and physical libraries are a good starting
point. In this monograph, I have provided the reference as well as the date that the
Teaching was delivered.
The Bibliography and references are given in a separate document called “ReferencesBibliography.pdf” available from the website www.divinepharos.org. You may also find
the Lexicon, Glossary-Monograph.pdf useful from the same site.
As you can see from reading this monograph, it is a difficult subject to discuss for many
reasons. But together with the monograph (14) on Zionism they give a different
perspective to what is happening today around us. It is remarkable that even though the
texts were delivered some forty years ago, they are still valid today.
I wish you wisdom.

Yianni Attikiouzel
Translator and Editor
August 2012
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13.1 Clarification on séances with political
content
6 October 1976
[25:54-56]

Thucydides: For some time now the Spiritual World has been
enlightening you about the political situation in general. You who
consider yourselves to be pure spiritualists ask yourselves: “How is it
possible for the Spiritual World to be involved in politics, when Its
work is different - to solve our problems through séances? That is, is
it correct that It is involved with topics that are totally unrelated to Its
teachings?”.
Thucydides Greek
My brethren, as you well know after so many years of Teaching the
Spiritual World is interested in the good and the virtuous of human
entities. But since the Spirit of Evil aims through the political situation
to overturn everything you are being taught, Heaven is obliged to
intervene and show you what is the fountain of Evil on Earth so It can
protect you. This is not done because the Spiritual World involves
Itself in politics, as some of you erroneously think, but to reinforce
your beliefs so that you can acquire strength and take suitable
measures against evil, injustice and hate.
How is it possible for you to understand the meaning of Our diverse
Teachings and to judge everything using correct judgment, when as
students you study Our texts in your house with flames surrounding
it? Is it possible for you to concentrate on your study when you are in
danger of losing your life? When this is the case your mind is turned
to how you will be saved and how you will survive. That is, you first
face the danger from the fire! For you to prevent this danger, it is
Our sacred duty to alert you to the dreadfulness of the political
situation, irrespective how safe you think you are.
If you took the wrong path from the start, how is it possible for you to
return to the starting point? The violation of your words incriminates
you by the wrong direction you took and now you are surrounded by
fire that its flames include millions of evils.
What these disastrous evils are is easy to perceive using logic and
correct judgment. It is the dislocation from your inner inaptitude; the
unbearable taxes, exorbitant sums of money to supposedly public
utilities (electricity, energy, water, telephone, hospital, medicine and
other essential goods); the acquittal of criminals, and the conviction
of the innocent because they dared to speak the truth; the total lack
of care for the citizens’ lives is covered by the continuous lies of your
authorities; the support for capitalists who suck the vigour of the
people and the infinite number of unreported crimes unprecedented
in your century.

Θουκυδίδης, Thoukydídēs;
circa 460BC-395BC was a
famous Greek historian.
Thucydides has been
dubbed the father of
"scientific history", because
of his strict standards of
evidence-gathering and
analysis in terms of cause
and effect without
reference to intervention by
the gods, as outlined in his
introduction to his work.
More generally,
Thucydides showed an
interest in developing an
understanding of human
nature to explain behaviour
in such crises as plague
and massacres. He served
as a general during the
wars between Athens and
Sparta. In order to analyze
the positions of the warring
sides, Thucydides
incorporates several
speeches by generals and
politicians. While he
himself admits that they
might not have the same
degree of accuracy as the
rest of the work, they
provide the reader valuable
insight into the positions of
various men and states.
His text is still studied at
advanced military colleges
worldwide, and the Melian
dialogue remains a seminal
work of international
relations theory some
2,500 years after his death.

On the contrary, your government has sums of money that it spends
lavishly on international conferences that take place in the land of the
cradle of freedom and civilisation honouring the Greek Spirit. And all http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Me
this through symposia, dinners, hospitality, acting as guides, making lian_dialogue
toasts etc at the expense of the Greek people when at the same time
the specialist undertakers who proclaim the prosperity of the nation,
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its advancement and increase in living standards are totally silent
about the truth, until they die and are forgotten. These arrogant
advertisers of goods take care of their own excessive well being so
they lose their sight and are not interested in the condition of the
majority of people only the few.
Your government has left everyone free to reap the flesh of their
fellow men, as do the scientists, the officials and other disguised
Masons. Nice order and progress! And this corrupt society is
tolerated by the State covering its own inability to intervene.
My aim is not to divide you into opposing factions, no, but through
discussions to strike at the wrong path that is followed by the
governing Authority that has treacherous-snakes as advisors, that
instead of protecting the people they expose them to harm.
All these exploiters will be held accountable for their actions. Divine
Justice measures everything and there will be no favours from the
harsh Laws of Our Authority. Alas, if everything were forgiven; there
would be no progress in the aim of the Divine Work for the future.

13.2 The ancestors of the ancient Greeks
10 April 1963
[6:17]

Pharah: The ancestors of the ancient Greeks were mystics in
Atlantis. In that period the mediterranean was not inhabited. After
much wandering the mystics, or rather some of the mystics
established themselves on Greek soil and were divided into three
groups. They inhabited the areas under different names but
nevertheless were the same people.

Atlantis: See chapter 4 of the
book: “The Past, The present
and The Future” which can be
downloaded
from
the
DivinePharos.org site.

The Egyptians owe their civilisation to them. They did not have their
own civilisation.
When the Greek civilisation was developed, the Greeks hated
mechanical progress. Why was this? It was because they knew
instinctively that this type of progress would destroy them as it had
destroyed the Atlanteans before them.
The great value of the ancient Greek spirit lies in its recognition of the
one and only Authority of the Universal World. They arrived at this
through their own imagination; this was why Anarhon awarded them
as being the only ones worthy of administering the Pure Spirit with
which to enlighten the perishable world. They will again enlighten the
human race through the Light of Truth.
But do not rush and assign everything good to the Greeks. You as
men of the spirit ought to behave the same way towards all the
human races because you are brothers.
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The names we call the Holy
Spirit are:
Light of Truth,
Lord (Arhon) Pharah,
Pharah,
Manager of the Holy Spirit,
Paraclete,
Immaculate Light, and
Voice of Truth.
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13.3 The ancient Greek spirit
5 October 1961
[6:9-10]

Pharah: The ancient Greek spirit was the Lighthouse that shone on
the Boulevard and heralded the arrival of the Lord. It was a sacred
spirit whose meaning sprang from the Highest Authority. That is why
it remains immortal and directs all who wish to delve into the depths
of human existence. Superficially it gives a different explanation
according to the progress of the epoch. On the contrary, however it
has an unattainable depth because the human perception cannot by Raphael – St Paul
preaching in Athens in
understand the true meaning of Knowledge.
The spirit later on assisted in the transmission of the Christian
Teaching. This spirit neutralized death, in order to demonstrate the
true and eternal life at times when it was difficult to understand the
One and Only Authority of Creation. This spirit conveyed knowledge
for inquiry to the minds of many and revealed the Unknown Authority
that governs everything. It was not by accident that this spiritual
piety of ancient Greeks honoured the Unknown Authority of All by
naming it the “Unknown God” that is, by God’s true name.

Victoria and Albert Museum,
London.

Circa 50-51 AD Paul taught in
the synagogue of Verea
(Βεροια) a town in Northern
Greece of the region of
Macedonia. There were
many Jews at that time in
Verea who Paul considered
as nobler than the ones in
Thessaloniki. The Jewish
population of Verea increased
substantially towards the end
th
of the 15 century due to
Jewish migration from Spain
and Portugal.

The ancient Greek spirit was worthy to its Creator. They glorified
Him without knowing Him, glorifying Him only through their spiritual
sharpness and piety. That is why they were honoured by the Creator
and are now the Higher Leaders of the Spiritual World. They gave
spiritual Light and today they are giving True Light.
According to the book of Acts
We do not undervalue any nation - all are creations of the same
Father. But no one has elevated the spirit through virtue as much as
the ancient Greeks who knew that the spirit and virtue constitute
every aspect of their ethical hypostasis.
They hated mechanical progress and considered it a misfortune
because they knew of it by repute as having been the reason for the
destruction of a civilised continent (Atlantis). If they had occupied
themselves with science then their bright star would have
disappeared. The achievement of mechanical progress is not
honoured with laurel and ivy but with silver to enhance egoism and
scorn towards their brothers.

13.4 Report on the civilisation of ancient people
7 Aug 1963
[3:76]

Pharah: … There were many other human civilizations not only the
Chinese but also of other people more ancient, that history does not
mention. The Greek civilization is unique in the whole of your planet.

Paul then went to Athens.
While waiting for his
companions to arrive he
visited the synagogue, the
markets and places where
various philosophers gathered
to discuss current issues.
Paul at every opportunity
proclaimed the Word of God.
Some of the Epicurean and
Stoic philosophers invited
Paul to speak in the Areios
Pagos (Αρειος Παγος).
Areios Pagos (Areopagus) is
the ‘Rock of Ares’ which in
classical times functioned as
the High Court of Appeal for
criminal and civil cases. Ares
(Αρης) was the Greek god of
war, renamed Mars by the
th
Romans. Before the 5
century BC the Areopagus
was the council of elders that
in 594 BC handed over its
function to Solon for reform.
He instituted democratic
reforms and returned control
to Areopagus.

If today the world is at a higher spiritual level it is owed to the Greek
spirit. This and only this has raised Man to a high civilization and Paul accepted the invitation
level of knowledge so as to facilitate the discovery of the One and and delivered his speech
Only Creator and his Executor, that is, His Son. And because Pure (Acts 17:22-34):
Knowledge sprang from this land, to this same land Heaven’s Divine

“Then Paul stood in the midst
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Teaching is transmitted so it can enlighten the spirit of knowledge of the Areopagus and said,
“Men of Athens, I perceive
and of new civilizations appropriately.
The Greek civilisation is the kernel for today’s rise of community life.
We assist by showing spiritual human citizens that are asleep, that
Enlightenment comes from Heaven to complete the gaps in the
Greek Spiritual Enlightenment.

that in all things you are very
religious;
For as I was passing through
the objects of your worship, I
even found an altar with the
inscription:

As the fire in the bowels of the Earth reinvigorates humanity,
similarly, like another fire the Greek spirit will give the expected
results to humanity that has deviated from the correct path that the
Lord has carved millennia before.

TO THE UNKNOWN GOD.

The Greek spirit and Christianity are two coexisting powers that
struggle to assimilate their meanings. For this purpose the Spiritual
World acts, enlightens and assists.

God, who made the world and
everything in it, since He is
Lord of heaven and earth,
does not dwell in temples
made with hands.

13.5 Morons govern your world

Nor is He worshipped with
men’s hands, as though He
needed anything, since He
gives to all life, breath and all
things.

17 April 1963
[3:64]

Aristotle: By saying “great moron” it means a man with knowledge
but dark knowledge. These men guide nations and because of this,
they ought to be enlightened, otherwise they induce the naive into
the circle of sin. This is because one sin leads to another etc.

Therefore, the One you
worship without knowing, Him
I proclaim to you:

And He has made from one
blood every nation of men to
dwell on the face of the earth,
and has determined their
preappointed times and the
boundaries of their dwellings,

Unfortunately, today morons govern your world and if there are one
or two exceptions they are considered morons by the morons
So that they should seek the
because they do not follow the trend of the period.
Lord, in the hope that they

might grope for Him and find

Bear in mind that the Lord’s demand is to totally eliminate morons - Him, though He is not far from
the combat has started. Follow the daily events of your world to each one of us.
confirm what Heaven is saying.
For in Him we live and move
and have our being, as also

Young people will ascend to authority. By young I mean men with some of your own poets have
new principles and some serene Light. We will enlighten all of them said, ‘For we are also His
offspring’
with our texts.
Therefore, since we are the

From nearby you will see the battle and the victory of the offspring of God, we ought not
Supernatural Authority, which will take an active part to support the to think that the Divine Nature
is like gold or silver or stone,
Light against the darkness.
something shaped by art and
man’s devising.

13.6 Gather close together to Our Authority
3 February 1972
[19:138:139]

The Light of Truth: Dear brethren of this circle I ask you to gather
close together to Our Authority. Do not get involved in matters that
do not concern you. The political situation whether it be good or bad,
you will not judge but The Lord who dominates all.
Those of you who are satisfied with the passage of their life should
remember that there is one Eye that observes everything. Those
M13. USA-Russia-EU-Greece-China
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Truly, these times of
ignorance God overlooked,
but now commands all men
everywhere to repent.
Because He has appointed a
day on which He will judge
the world in righteousness by
the Man whom He has
ordained. He has given
assurance of this to all by
raising Him from the Dead.”
www.divinepharos.org

who are not satisfied should endure their trial, because they do not
Paul’s
know why they are in this state.
In general, the majority of the whole world is displeased with the
leaders of their nation. And no one has ever thought who is
undermining their interests.
We will defend Christianity and even those of other religions who
have started to be predisposed to the principles of Christian
civilisation. We will save many because the general situation is
wretched in all areas. This is called “War of the Spirit against
matter”. I do not specify the time, but many nations that are strong,
wealthy and independent will be destroyed because they did not
follow the path of peace even though they trumpet this as being their
desire.

speech
at
the
Areopagus is highlighted by
Luke and gives evidence of
how Christian faith was
proclaimed to Gentiles. With
the Jews, Paul referred to the
Law and the Prophets,
explaining
messianic
prophesies. With the Gentile
Athenians he spoke more
philosophically of (1) God as
the Creator of all; (2) God as
the giver of life; (3) God’s
concern that all people seek
Him; (4) repentance toward
God; (5) God as the Judge of
all and (6) the Resurrection of
Christ from the dead.

It would be a great mistake if this small country called Greece took
part in the disputes of large countries.
All our attention is turned towards the continent of Europe. This gave
the first lights of civilisation to all the other nations on Earth. This will
also give the New Light, the True Light, which will spring from the
small land of Socrates.
You are all brothers. Do not accuse each other because of each
other’s perceptions. He who has correct judgment, let him give the
example of good will and understanding of Man on Earth. Let him
open their eyes so they can see on which point of the abysmal
precipice the tireless Daemon of Evil stands and works
systematically. The day of his enslavement is not far. But the
duration of human habits based on his teaching (the Daemon’s) will
be long before it reaches the point of the New City, which in a few
The Golden City:
lines Plutarch has described: “The Golden City”.
See chapter 5 of book 4:
“The Past, The present and

The quarrels and murders between Christian sects concern religion The Future” which can be
from
the
and politics. Others control the strings to create great commotion in downloaded
DivinePharos.org
site.
order for the Daemon of wicked thought and action to be able to take
advantage.
You my brethren have faith in Us, piety towards God and love
towards Man. Do not distance yourselves from Us so that We can
assist you and direct you towards the rising sun of spiritual freedom
and humanity.
At any time it is possible for events that are capable of destroying
cities and nations to explode. With Our strong Light We hold the
rulers in their places, because they do not have a pure spirit to
enable them to perceive the people’s situation.
I will not develop this subject further because it is a simple warning to
you, not to take part in demonstrations, even friendly ones, on behalf
of a friend or ally.
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13.7 The Greek spirit first glorified the Lord
4 November 1971
[19:108-109]

Strabo: Maybe some of you do not know who I was. My dear
brethren I was a surveyor and a geographer in ancient times. I am
always sent by the Spiritual World to survey the ground.
Many Asian countries will lose large parts of their land for the benefit
of other nations. In Europe some changes will also be made. There
is a top-secret reason why I do not specify when this will be.
The whole world is in a state of agitation. It is possible for just a
spark to send the whole of humanity into destruction. The Powers of
the Spiritual World will locate the danger.
Those who are working for the downfall of humanity are trying to
undermine the unification of Europe. But they will not be able to
complete their treacherous work. This is because Europe, as a
united force, will surpass all the other continents that are rich and
productive but that foster the Daemon of Evil.

Strabo or Strabon (c 64BC –
24AD)
was
a
Greek
geographer, philosopher and
historian.
His life was
characterised by extensive
travels. He is most famous
for his 17 volume work
Geophysica which presented
a descriptive history of people
and places from the then
known world.

From this small country (Greece) where in ancient times the Sun of
Knowledge rose the True Light will rise to dim the false civilisations of
humanity. The Spiritual World owes a lot to the Immortal Greek spirit
that first glorified the Lord; and the Lord will first give to it the
brilliance of its civilisation.
There are many things that I do not want to talk of because for the
time being they are secrets of Heaven.

13.8 The Prophecy

Map of Europe according to
Strabo.

29 April 1976
[6:174-176]

Jeremiah the prophet: I bless in the Name of the Great Creator and
Father of all mortal and immortal.
My brethren, not all prophecies are always pure, because of the
different nature of the entities that have received this blessing from
Heaven. For this reason there are prophecies that men wait for
centuries to be verified. It is precisely on this point that confusion
arises because men wait for a prophecy to be verified at some other
time. Why this happens is another topic, which if it interests you I will
analyse later.
There are very few true prophets. It is they who receive the
messages directly from Heaven and they do not err in what they
convey. These prophets should not be egotistical regarding the gift
that Divinity has given them. They do not act only for their own race
but for all humanity, similar to the Teachings of Jesus Christ. My
prophecies were verified during my lifetime on Earth because I
foresaw what would happen because of the bad management of our
races and also due to the illiteracy of the people and the knowledge
M13. USA-Russia-EU-Greece-China
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Rembrandt
van
Rijn
“Jeremiah
lamenting
the
destruction of Jerusalem” c
1630.
Jeremiah (c 655 - 586 BC)
also called the “weeping
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of the rabbis who were possessed by the passions of human nature:
wealth, intransigence and exploitation of the weak who they ruled by
persuading them that those who obeyed their rules also obeyed the
will of God. That is, they were ‘mockers of Divinity’. Never has God
given them such advice that they derived only from the Inverted
Logos.
A fraction of the citizens that were the most powerful because of their
wealth, created the Zionist group with cunning plans and secret
energy to subjugate not only their own race but the whole world.
This is why after so many centuries their obscure actions, managed,
only with money, to take the scepters of the world without the nations
realizing from where this misfortune has arisen.
Today, Zionist power has reached its peak. And because the God of
all people does not tolerate such initiatives at the expense of the
many for the benefit of the very few, the Spiritual World has turned Its
weapons, that are invisible to the human eyes, against the Evil
Daemon. Therefore, instead of describing to you the subsequent
“confusion” that prevails throughout the whole world, I consider it my
duty to give you a prophecy that will be fulfilled in the near future that
is for the benefit of those who have endured oppression and
unorthodox politics against their nations:
I prophesy that Europe will gain its freedom despite all
the difficulties of its union that are interposed by the
executioners of humanity, and as one man it will rise,
as Hercules, and will exceed the measure of strength
of all other continents. Europe will give the first victory
for mankind and will enlighten the whole of humanity
as the Lighthouse of Heaven on Earth. The rays from
its radiation will give new horizons and Heavenly
Knowledge to all human creations that are waiting with
endurance and patience for this great Victory of the
Spiritual World over matter.

prophet” was the second of
the
major
prophets.
Christianity regards him as a
prophet and also Islam. A
year after King Josiah of
Judah had returned the nation
towards repentance from
widespread
idolatrous
practices of his father and
grandfather, Jeremiah’s job
was to reveal the sins of the
people and explain the reason
for
their
impending
destruction by the Babylonian
army and captivity.
He
condemned the greed of
priests and false prophets.
He was condemned to death
but saved by the invading
Babylonian King. He fled to
Egypt were he died.

In this monograph:
Evil Daemon = Snake =
Satan = Lucifer = Evil One=
Cunning one

In the whole European domain both Eastern and
Western, one centre of Enlightenment will give
directions to the rulers of the new situation. The true
meaning of the Heavenly Teachings, as eternal Light,
will be transmitted from Greece to honour it because
this small country was the first to teach correctness
and the Christian message before Jesus appeared on
Earth.
Also, with the knowledge that it receives from Heaven
Greece will transmit this to the four corners of the
world. Although presently there are strong nations far
away from Europe that act oppressively, they will lose
their strength and will turn towards the Knowledge of
Our Light.
This is the greatest and most upright prophecy that Jeremiah a
humble slave of the Lord gives today. Everything else that politicians
are involved with are ephemeral, erroneous and will be rejected by
M13. USA-Russia-EU-Greece-China
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the very powerful European continent.
The clearing of the idle that drain the effort of working people will not
be delayed, because it is intrinsically necessary from inside for the
Power of Divine Will to relieve humanity of the external enemy.
He who has ears listens. Study this text so you can waken yourself
and enlist on the side of the honest and invisible Europe.
We are heading towards the defeat, the complete defeat of the Charlemagne also known as
Daemon and the resurrection of Justice under the Light of the Charles the Great (Latin:
Carolus Magnus or Karolus
abundant Love of the Creator towards Man.

13.9 The idea of Europe’s unification
14 May 1978
[17:78-79]

Karlomagno (Charlemagne): My dear brethren you will find we
spirits are all one and the same when you delve into the pure and
true meanings of the Spiritual World. Today I will not speak about
my entity, who I was, how I acted and to where I was aiming but only
about the high idea of Europe’s unification.

Magnus) was King of the
Francs from 768 and Emperor
of the Romans (Imperator
Romanorum) from 800 to his
death in 814. He expanded
the Frankish kingdom into an
empire that incorporated
much of Western and Central
Europe. During his reign, he
conquered Italy and was
crowned Imperator Augustus
by Pope Leo III on
25 December 800 in Rome.
Through his foreign

This idea (Europe’s unification) consumed me but it was not the conquests and internal
reforms Charlemagne helped
appropriate time for its realisation.
You will ask why?
It was because there were many prominent personalities who were
influenced by a secret, dangerous and treacherous power that was
working to obstruct the great value of this idea. Who were they? I
was unable to identify who because I did not have proof.
Today, now that everything has changed and you are heading for
destruction, intellectual wise men with Divine enlightenment, and who
are not chauvinists, understand and know who have become agents
of the common enemy in government bureaucracy. This enemy aims
to bring confusion and distress to those who have decided to join the
one very powerful force of continental Europe.
If this is not successful, be assured that everything will be destroyed
and the invisible enemy that is actually visible will enslave Europe but
no one dares to name it. Hasten the unification so you will not
bitterly regret not having done so. I am of the opinion that the union
has taken a decisive turn despite the obstacles that are placed by the
warriors of the daemonic side.
I will not refer to the leaders of European countries; let each one
assume his own responsibilities. It is sufficient that today’s vision of
a United Europe be materialised. If New China did not exist, you
would have already been buried. The most critical point is to speed
the realisation of the European colossus that will impose upon all
areas of progress and the total independence of the European
continent.
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define Western Europe. He is
numbered as Charles I in the
regal lists of Germany and the
Holy Roman Empire and
France. The French and
German monarchies
descending from the empire
ruled by Charlemagne as
Holy Roman Emperor cover
most of Europe. In his
acceptance speech of the
Charlemagne Prize Pope
John Paul II referred to him as
the Pater Europae ("father of
Europe") his empire united
most of Western Europe for
the first time since the
Romans, and the Carolingian
renaissance encouraged the
formation of a common
European identity.
He took an intense interest in
church music, and its
propagation and adequate
performance throughout his
empire. He not only caused
liturgical music to flourish in
his own time, throughout his
empire in Western Europe,
but he laid the foundations for
the subsequent musical
culture of the region. In this,
he was an ally of the Church.
Aided by a technical
knowledge of the subject, he
www.divinepharos.org

Specific obstacles do not exist, but are created with dexterity by the
enemy’s agents. It is necessary that Greece is in the bosom of
Europe – without it the great idea of Europe will collapse.
Of course Greece needs Europe to survive as a Bright Star of
civilisation and knowledge. Later on other members of Eastern
Europe will be included in this union. They are ready to rebel as
soon as the European unification of the present countries is declared.

appreciated the reasons why
the Church attaches
importance to music in
worship, and the manner of its
performance. He used his
authority to enforce the
wishes of the Church. His
legislation on this subject, as
on other points regarding the
liturgy, was conformity with
Rome

Democracy will triumph. Socialism undermines the democratic
struggle. A strong democracy will give new light to the whole planet.
Medals and titles do not play a notable role in the proceedings of the
lofty idea of contemporary Europe. These are to impress the
ignorant.
Long live the all powerful Europe that is helped by the Spiritual
World.
Map showing Charlemagne's
I have said enough. You should complement what I have said with
your own conclusions.

additions (in darker green) to
the Frankish Kingdom.

Thank you for calling me. I give you the blessings of the Spiritual
World and my love.

13.10 The politician Aldo Moro

Moro, photographed during
his kidnapping by the Red
Brigades

21 May 1978
[17:84-85]

Eleftherios Venizelos (endorsed by Euclid): My dear brethren,
Aldo Moro was the only significant politician of great calibre of our
neighbouring Italy. He was not only a democrat but also a Christian
who in good time realised to where his nation was heading with its
corrupt government administration. His plan was to free his country
of the claws of Zionism. He worked logically and sought the
unification of all the political parties so he could have a very powerful
weapon in his hand. He knew how he could convince the large
communist party, that if they collaborated with the government he
would be able to strengthen the hopeful political horizon that he was
seeking. He was a gentle man, deep thinking and discreet with a
rare sharpness for a politician.
The deplorable crime of his disappearance is due - why should I hide
it – to Israeli politics through the organization of the CIA. Some of
the perpetrators were trained in the USA and were persons who held
nothing sacred – the common scum of society. The plan for his
murder was authorized by the order of the ‘Committee of 300‘Jews,
which constitutes Jewish Imperialism.
When they realised that this great politician was about to include in
his government the communist party (opposite to the Russian line)
they decided to exterminate him. He suffered a lot as a true martyr
M13. USA-Russia-EU-Greece-China
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Aldo Moro September 23,
1916 – May 9, 1978 was an
Italian politician and the 39th
Prime Minister of Italy from
1963 to 1968, and then from
1974 to 1976. He was one of
Italy's longest-serving postwar Prime Ministers. . After
teaching Law for twenty years
in Bari, in 1963 Moro moved
to the University of Rome as
professor of Criminal Law and
Procedure; subsequently he
entered politics. Moro was a
www.divinepharos.org

of Christianity. The guilty would have been found directly but they
were helped by the unseen collaborators of the agents within and
outside the government mechanism.
By this action the dark forces thought that they would bring about
great confusion in the political circles of Italy, the revolt of the people
and the spread of fear throughout European countries. They
achieved the opposite at their expense, and today everyone knows
who directed the Red Brigades. The strange thing is that they do
not name them, irrespective of what nationality they belong to.
Those who have not seen a mortally wounded tiger are unable to
imagine how dangerous it is, even in the last minutes of its life. This
happens when your common enemy is discovered and fights
desperately not to lose its prey. It has devoured the entrails of the
nations of the world to dominate them but forgot that there is Divine
Justice. The cunning subdues its prey to devour it. But God with His
thunder will burn the guilty and dangerous enemy of your world.
Today I was given the opportunity to talk about a friendly
neighbouring nation and remain quiet about what is happening in our
country where the impudent are not embarrassed to lie by saying that
I was a Jew (Beni Selon). From where and how did they produce
this information since I was a pure Cretan child of Greece. Despite
this only the ignorant dispute whether I was or not pure Greek. Do
my struggles for my nation not testify the truth? One must be blind
not to see the reality.

very tenacious mediator,
particularly skilled in
coordinating the different
internal trends of Christian
Democracy party. Moro was
an intellectual and a patient
mediator, especially in the
internal life of his party. He
was kidnapped on March 16,
1978, by the Red Brigades
and killed after 55 days of
captivity.
The Red Brigades, was a
Marxist-Leninist organization,
based in Italy which was
responsible for a number of
violent incidents,
assassinations, and
robberies. The Red Brigades
attained notoriety in the 1970s
and early 1980s with their
violent attempts to destabilize
Italy by acts of sabotage,
bank robberies, and
kidnappings. In the 1980s,
the group was broken up by
Italian investigators with the
aid of several leaders under
arrest. After the mass
arrests in the late 1980s, the
group slowly faded into
insignificance.

Moro was murdered unjustly because of bad actions carried out by
the government and police. His death constituted a moral victory for
the people when the government does nothing. Be careful not to
make the same mistakes since you are not taking draconian
measures against such scum that you provide hospitality to and treat
as friends. These friends belong to the snakes of Hell.
NB: My brethren, for me to give you this text means that I have
received permission to speak freely and for you to convey this text to
those who know the truth but are not revealing it.

13.11 About the situation
24 February 1979
[17:299-300]

Euclid: I will speak without going into the details of your situation.
Everyone asks for pay rises and they have the right, since there is no
economic control and there have been no strict measures taken by
your government to punish those wanting to enrich themselves at the
expense of the people.
One social class that requires protection more than any other is the
middle class. This is because the diligent, the average and those
receiving wages have raised their heads and asked for whatever they
want so that they can be paid much more than their work is worth.
This way the class of self employed lives much better than the middle
M13. USA-Russia-EU-Greece-China
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About Zionism:
The Khazars (meaning
wanderers in Turkic) were
nomadic pagan
Turkic/Mongol/Nordic people
who by early 600 AD
established Khazaria (also
called the Land of the
Judahites) as one of the
largest countries in Eurasia.
Khazars were not only expert
warriors but also aggressive
merchants. At the zenith of
their power they demanded
payment of 10% from all
traders passing through their
dominion. This made them
very rich. Their largest
expansion occurred during
the European Dark Ages.
Khazars played a powerbalancing role between
Christian and Muslim nations.
After years of fighting both
Christians and Muslims their
www.divinepharos.org

class. This was done on purpose because those receiving wages royalty and aristocracy
converted from their Tengrism
were the ones that rebelled against the government.
Now that Greece is about to enter the circle of the European
Community, your enemies create other anomalies that you will see
since the government has traitors in its bosom and agents to create
these anomalies. But do not forget that the enemy will not be able to
enjoy the benefits of them because other powers intercede that will
overturn them.
The Zionist propaganda makes accusations against China, which is
the true salvation of Europe and free nations. Have you heard news
from China? They do not speak, but they work. On the other side,
the corrupt do not work and are maintained in life by their enslaved
nations. The wicked schemers of enslaved nations do not want to
recognise this injustice.
Russia appears as a fully armed giant but it does not have the
strength to face its internal problems. If Russia is entangled in war its
people will revolt against the decayed establishment in order to rid
itself of the Israeli element that governs covertly. This guilty Israeli
element will not be able at the last moment of its defeat, to escape to
the USA where its government is. Weapons that China needs will be
given to it, even in secret, by nations that have commercial
arrangements with it.

(pagan phallic/idolatry)
religion to one of equal
standing to their neighbours’
monotheistic religions:
Judaism. This conversion
and the subsequent en
masse conversion of the
people took place circa 740
AD and was purely political
not to show alliance to neither
Christian or Muslim
neighbours. Khazars were
judged according to the Tora
(Tor = customs, unwritten law
in old Turkic – modern
Turkish= Tore. The Khazarian
language is now extinct and
surviving written works are
primarily written in Hebrew.
The converted Khazars
named themselves “Jews”.
These converted Khazars
have nothing in common with
the Biblical Hebrews yet they
lay claim to their heritage.

You, who follow false news that updates people, pay no attention, to
it because unscrupulous agents who aim to overthrow your state,
censor it. The government is wholly responsible for this because it
did not safeguard the internal politics and it will find itself in a difficult
position with the events that are taking place all over the world.
I am not permitted to give you a clear picture of the situation before
you enter into another that will occur soon. I will return later to reveal
two related images that you need to be aware of and appreciate.

13.12 The murderous personality of Hitler
22 December 1972
[19:225-228]

Pharah: ... My dear brother I will answer you with an extended
summary of this prickly subject that you are so interested in. As you
know the conflict is between the material and spiritual world so that a
balance can be brought between these two opposing forces.
Hitler was the most appropriate earthly personality to represent Evil
with all its consequences. I will not go into details.
Hitler proved that when human nature lacks true Divine Light it does
not have a steady opinion. University professors, scientists and all
types of people with authority, position and knowledge are converted
in an instant into prey by their arrogance. This is because they are
glory seekers, credulous and stupid. They are influenced by the new
ideas of their unethical leaders who lead their blind followers to total
M13. USA-Russia-EU-Greece-China
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Even with the disbandment of
the Khazars, their language,
Yiddish (hybrid of German,
Russian and Turkish
languages written with
Hebrew characters) forms a
bond between these people.
Through the generations they
have also passed down a
military tradition known as
Zionism and the belief that
they were the chosen people
and divinely ordained to have
their own homeland at any
cost.
It is important to recognise
that the descendants of the
Khazars are not the Biblical
Hebrews.
The internet is full of articles
by scholars on this issue.
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destruction especially if they are crazy and daring.

Here are some examples:
http://www.jewsagainstzionis

Hitler was insane with schizophrenic tendencies, an egoist, vengeful m.com/
and to a large extent superstitious. These were the iniquities of that
http://www.jewsnotzionists.org
man.
/differencejudzion.html

The various organisations that abounded in Germany under the
directive of their invisible Centre suggested to their secret agents the
idea of expelling the Jews from German soil. The Christian German
agents were not able to perceive from where this order came. From
this point on everything became secret, and many of the fanatical
and hardhearted Prussians suggested to Hitler that he exterminates
the Jews totally. Hitler as the leader did not know that all the Jews
were neither guilty nor Zionists.
The political agitation that arose concerning their expulsion favoured
the intentions of the secret American-based Number-One Supergovernment of Zion. The other part, the Number-Two, is based in
the political backstage of the Soviet Union.

http://oldsecretsandlies.blogs
pot.com.au/2008/03/historyof-khazarszionism.html
http://www.palestineremembe
red.com/Acre/Maps/Story800.
html
http://www.nkusa.org/aboutus
/zionism/judaism_v_zionism.c
fm

Also have a look at the
Jewish Virtual Library:

The leading and dynamic factions of the Jewish population of
Germany were alerted in time and left Germany for the United States http://www.JewishVirtualLibrar
of America. All these apparent refugees established themselves in y.org/index.html
public services. Some of them found positions in the commercial
centres and banks of New York, being supported by people of their
own race.
At the same time that all this was happening, the entire Europe was
in lethargy despite their understanding that Evil could explode at any
moment. Why was there this indifference by European countries,
especially from England and France?
It was because the secret propaganda of active covert organisations,
which also operate today, controlled the spiritual vision of the people,
especially that of politicians whose mistakes followed one after the
other.
Germany was conquering eastern European countries one after the
other while the great powers were waiting passively for peace. It was
England’s intention that the German army spread as widely as
possible so it would exhaust itself. This was England’s delusion,
since the Zionist advisors of its political circles transmitted deceiving
images that would benefit Zion. Most of the allied factories that were
working day and night were Jewish.
Hitler’s first victories forced him to reveal his murderous nature. He
decided to exterminate the Jews of the European nations also. Note
that for every one Jew that was murdered in the different occupied
countries under the Germans, the Christian losses corresponded to
between twenty and thirty. The number of exterminated Christians
would have been much smaller if the sabotages had not been carried
out on behalf of the allies directed by the unseen hand of Zion.
It was impossible for the allies to realize the ploys of the agents of
Zion. The dark organisations operated with mathematical precision
M13. USA-Russia-EU-Greece-China
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since they had all the information. The other big mistake made by
England was the organisation of resistance groups that was in such a
way that one group worked against the other and they never The Nazi party grew out of
operated with a common cause. But this is another chapter, one of several occult groups.
the most abominable ones.
The political parties created in
International Zionism gave the allies directions without being visible.
For this reason, none of the responsibilities of the allies materialised
in the liberated countries.
If Hitler had had a grain of knowledge, the outcome of the war would
have been victory for Germany and a new order. His first duty
should have been a sudden attack on Switzerland. He would then
have held a large part of the international Jewish gold in his hands.
From there without wasting time he would have taken over England
by parachute and captured all the agents of the Jewish element that
support Zionism, without touching the wealth of the country. France
would not have mobilised because the people were not ready to fight.
Then the turn of the war would have been different. His campaign
would have continued against the United States of America
immediately where tens of millions of citizens of German descent
were ready to take control and the war would have finished after
achieving his goal and recapturing the previous German land of
Africa. This way not so many innocent lives would have been
sacrificed including Jewish ones.

the wake of the country's
defeat in WWI combined
nationalistic sentiment and
occultist practices to forge an
image of a superior German
people. Hitler's imprisonment
after the failed 1923 Munich
Beer Hall Putsch would make
him a national hero for his
defense of a strong German
state, convincing him that he
was the Messiah who could
save Germany.
Hitler appropriated Christian
religious symbols for his own
purposes. He adopted the
swastika
from
Hinduism
among many other Sanskrit
terms and symbols.

Hitler’s mistakes are many because he did not have the judgment of
a balanced person. The people that followed such a man and
supported him are to the same degree as guilty as he.
The international Zionists directed the whole pathetic situation of the
second great war. And from the two opposing sides, the agents of
covert evil organisations transmitted the rousing and enthusiastic
messages.
The result of Hitler’s murderous activity was that the whole world was
financially enslaved to the chariot of the predesigned plan of the
treacherous Zionists. This is how after so many years of peace
discords, suspicions, doubts and quarrels occur amongst nations and
there is eventual turmoil on an international scale.
One of the aims of Zion was to disrupt the balance of the world and
raise the voice of international opinion against the German nation so
that for many years it would be tied down and unable to react against
them as a great power.
My brother, no matter how bizarre it may seem, Hitler was an
instrument of international Zionism without him realizing it. For this
reason Germany was destroyed. Today in the new German nation
there are many agents of international Zionism assessing the
situation and trying to destroy its economic blossoming. Will they be
able to achieve it? When the whole world is in turmoil and is sitting
at the edge of the volcano that is ready to explode will they be able to
achieve this?
M13. USA-Russia-EU-Greece-China
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The symbol of the Swastika
represents the Sun, and also
the Wheel of Life turning. The
original
symbol
turns
clockwise. The Nazi one turns
backwards. The four arms of
the
original
Swastika
represent the Four Vedas.
The swastika is also the
symbol
for
peace
and
harmony, as in Buddhism,
Jainism and Taoism. It
decorates most Hindu homes
and temples. Adolf Hitler's
rise was the product of forces
and events connecting him,
his associates and the occult.
Was Hitler influenced by
supernatural ideas or was he
just the embodiment of pure
hate and evil?
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13.13 United Europe will establish order
3 February 1972
[25:282-284]

Charles de Gaulle: At last my turn has come to talk using the
language of Truth. While in the earthly world, it was difficult for me to
express the real images of the general situation that was going from
bad to worst. I will not refer to myself apart from the fact that as an
officer and a politician I foresaw that the accursed Zionism would
bind our whole planet tightly like a snake. During the First World War
I saw a lot and learned more than was possible for many to learn. As
a prisoner of the Germans I had tried unsuccessfully to escape,
because I realised that the war was the work of secret masons within
government administration …
Later, when I took a high army position I tried to convince the
Government where it should put its emphasis. My voice was in vain.
Then I understood to what depth the treachery of the Jewish element
had penetrated, and that England was governed from the backstage
by Jewish advisors who held the country’s economy in their hands.
When Hitler was getting ready to seize Europe by being pushed by
the Jewish plans without being aware of it, England remained
oblivious and could not see its enemy. On the contrary it was giving
large loans to Hitler through Chamberlain thus strengthening the
German power while weakening its own. France was undertaking
the Maginot Line construction, and was also oblivious, whereas by
deception the Jew Staviski gained colossal sums of money from the
French people. These works were half complete and devoured large
capital sums of money from the National Economy. The invisible
staff of the Jewish Imperialism was working treacherously. I knew it,
but I was unable to reveal it because of their duplicity. Some sitting in
high places above me fought me with ferocity and slandered me to
Churchill and to Roosevelt and amongst them was the Jew, Leon
Blum. Blum was the leader of the socialist party in France. He had
in his possession a whole street in Switzerland and was considered
the richest person in France in silver. Such scum are the Zionist
Jews and their traitors who work for personal gain for International
Zionism.
I suffered a lot trying to open the eyes of some, but I had little
success. There is much that I want to say but it is not the time. After
World War Two as President of the French Republic I perceived, as I
had thought previously, that Russia played the same role as the USA
under Jewish direction behind the scenes. Pompidou was my right
hand man. Even though he was a mason, with frankness I exposed
everything to him and he accepted that I was correct, after checking
for the truth. The world’s enemy murdered me without being seen.
And when Pompidou followed somehow my political line, he was also
exterminated by a method known only to the Jews the assassins
being scientists or not. So that the assassins would not confess they
were eliminated with accidents. Irrespective how good a commander
is, if the army does not want to fight because of propaganda then
defeat is certain. The Israeli plans are secret and their agents are
non-Israeli mercenaries who would sell even their God.
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Charles de Gaulle 22 Nov
1890 – 9 Nov 1970) was a
French
general
and
statesman who led the Free
French Forces during WW II
He later founded the French
Fifth Republic in 1958 and
served as its first President
from 1959 to 1969. A veteran
of WW I, in the 1920s and
1930s, de Gaulle came to the
fore as a proponent of mobile
armoured divisions, which he
considered would become
central in modern warfare.
During World War II, he
earned the rank of Brigadier
General (retained throughout
his life), leading one of the
few successful armoured
counter-attacks during the
1940 Battle of France in May
in Montcomet and then briefly
served
in
the
French
government as France was
falling. De Gaulle was the
most senior French military
officer to reject the June 1940
armistice to Nazi Germany
right from the outset.
The Maginot Line was a line
of
concrete
and
steel
defences
that
stretched
between Luxembourg and
Switzerland along France's
border with Germany. It cost
7,000 million francs to build
and was claimed at the time
to provide an impregnable
defence.
However, when
Hitler ordered the Western
Offensive the German armed
forces
invaded
France
through the heavily wooded
and semi-mountainous area
of the Ardennes, an area,
north of the Maginot Line.
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Today United Europe with its power will put everything in order by
continually and secretly fighting the centres that the enemies of
humanity have created. They do not want Greece to enter into the
European Union at any cost; they want to use it as a wedge for their
work. The subsoil of Greece is very rich and they have not yet found
the main gifts. They purposely delay the economic development.
Israel has fallen into the chasm it had opened for others. The Israeli
command in the USA will pay dearly for all that it has been doing
against humanity for centuries.
I thank you for calling me to say these very few things. With my
respect and love.

13.14 The underground wealth of Greece
11 December 1976
[25:127-129]

Euclid: After one month the recently elected president of USA
President Carter will take over Government. Then you will know
which way he is leaning, since Zionists have taken all the prominent
positions. If some of the Israelis lean towards a Democratic Authority
against the line of the previous administration, pay attention to them,
because they are cunning and divide the people. If they lose from
one side they gain from the other. I should not have said it, but I will
say it as Zhou En Lai refers to the Israelis: “This nation must
disappear from the face of the Earth!”

Serge Alexandre Staviski
(1888–1934) was a Russian
Jew who tried various
professions, working as a
café singer, as a nightclub
manager, as a worker in a
soup factory, and as the
operator of a gambling den.
He sold lots of worthless
bonds. Staviski maintained
his façade with his
connections to various people
in important positions. If
some newspaper tried to
investigate his affairs, he
bought them off, sometimes
with large advertisement
contracts, sometimes by
buying the paper. Faced with
exposure in December 1933,
Staviski fled. On 8 January
1934, the police found him in
a Chamonix chalet in agony
from a gun wound. Officially
Staviski committed suicide but
there was a persistent
speculation that police killed
him. The Staviski financial
scandal affair left France
internally weakened. France
remained deeply divided for
the rest of the decade.

For many years they have tied the hands and feet of the whole world.
How is it possible in an instant to free yourselves from the Bad
Zhou En Lai : see biography
Daemon that scourges the nations? If the “establishment” and in section 13.28
government workings of all nations are not cleansed, you will have
many struggles.
A military junta has tied all of you. But an army of forty million
Israelis with gold as their weapon cannot be easily defeated because
the strength of Zionism is its double agents and your own people who
have been bought. If you subdue them then the Zionist force will not (Greek) Junta:
On 21 April 1967, (just weeks
exist.
There is no need for the price of oil to rise. However, Zionism
pretends to fight the increase and at the same time gives instructions
for the increase of the black gold, so that the Western world’s
industry will be inactive. There is oil in other countries also.
Therefore previously they lied by saying the oil reserves will be
depleted and then what will happen? Who gave this item of news? It
was the specialists’ scientists who do not know what they are saying.
There is endless oil throughout the whole world. It is self-generating.
Seawater in natural reservoirs together with other mineral deposits,
generate this substance that you all have, but one person tries to
enslave the other so he can have oil’s power in his hand.
If you consider Greece, because it is of interest to you: oil does not
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before the scheduled
elections), a group of rightwing army officers were able
to quickly seize power by
using surprise and confusion.
By the early morning hours
the whole of Greece was in
the hands of the colonels.
The US ambassador in
Athens, disapproved of the
military coup, complaining
that it represented "A rape of
democracy", to which the CIA
chief of station in Athens,
answered, "How can you rape
a whore?"
Long standing political
freedoms and civil liberties,
that had been taken for
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only exist under the Aegean islands but also in other areas that you
still ignore. This is because some of the specialists who knew these
oil sources bribed the people who knew about them. Those that they
could not trust have disappeared and nothing is said about them, like
the unknown who had accidents!
Greece does not only have oil but also mineral wealth and gold in
areas that have not yet been discovered. It has platinum. Pay
attention to this; it has other types of metal too whose composition is
between copper and steel. It is a strange synthesis that is unknown
in your 20th century. The one thing that it has in great amount is the
stupidity of those responsible. This exceeds the entire wealth of the
world. If things were different you would be the strongest nation on
Earth. I should not have said that but you force me to speak bluntly.

granted and enjoyed by the
Greek people for decades,
were instantly suppressed.
The rapid devolution of Greek
democracy had begun.
Greece's allies in Western
Europe were split in their
attitudes toward the Junta.
The Cyprus fiasco led to
senior Greek military officers
withdrawing their support for
Junta and the junta collapsed.
Parliamentary democracy was
thus restored, and in 1974
were the first free elections
held in a decade.

Although the Greek people are very clever at the same time it is http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gr
gullible regarding the words of its enemy. They have not yet realised eek_military_junta_of_1967–
1974
that if you are praised excessively it means that they have
discovered something of which you are unaware.
The Prime Minister is given praise to conceal the fact that foreigners
envy this nation of the people and not the Prime Minister. Because
whoever is in charge today will not be tomorrow whereas the people
regenerates. It is immortal. From its ashes emerges new life.
Long live the Greek spirit.
throughout the centuries.

It is, as it was and will be immortal

13.15 Cyprus
5 September 1974
[23:266-267]

Euclid: ... The Authority of the Jewish Zionists that holds the scepter
of authority of the USA unfortunately having enslaved the tormented
Christian nation of Cyprus aims to eliminate it, through the military
invasion by hordes of Turks. It is possible that a massacre will occur
there and perhaps in Constantinople. Also the Turkish junta is
unyielding, as you know from your own junta in your country. This
action will enrage the civilised nations of Europe against the USA
and against the Turkish crimes. They would be punished directly by
Divine Providence and will lose everything in their quest. The aim of
the intransigent Kissinger, sponsor of the young descendants of
David, is to push every one toward a world war.

On the 21 May 1453,
Ottoman Sultan Mehmet II
conquered Constantinople
and made it the capital of the
Ottoman Empire. Now under
new rule, the metropolis was
renamed Istanbul from the
Greek phrase "eis ten poli"
which meant "to the city." The
name of the city was not
officially changed until 1930

Your politicians must not occupy themselves with factions; this is a
profane act at this critical moment, because they betray their country
to those who are willing or unwilling members of evil organisations,
that by indirect means can corrode the unity of the people.
The junta occupied you by force as a legal destroyer of everything.
Your present government has received the country from the junta in
ruins but the Governor has managed with the will of the people to
take control and restructure your military strength. Do not seek
miracles from your Government in a short space of time. Be wise The Trial of Henry Kissinger
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and follow the leader without paying attention to the proclamations of
the misguided utopic movements that are full of anger and who
essentially corrode the unity of the nation.
Greece will deliver a mortal wound to Turkey and will overturn the
plans of the Zionist mafia. Freedom of speech bends even steel.

13.16 The impasse of today’s situation
25 November 1971
[19:116-118]

(2001)
is
C
Hitchens’
examination of the alleged
war
crimes
of
Henry
Kissinger,
The
National
Advisor and later Secretary of
State for President Nixon.
Acting in the role of the
prosecution,
Hitchens
presents
evidence
of
Kissinger's complicity in a
series of alleged war crimes
in Bangladesh, Cyprus, Chile,
East Timor, and Indochina.

Pharah: The Lord blesses you all and says: “Peace I say to you all”.
My beloved ones, you who are far away from the advancing evil will
have the protection of the Spiritual World’s powers. Not only have
men become morons but also do they not know what they are doing
or where they are going – the Winds of the Lord will punish many.
But intellectual men with earthly knowledge are at an impasse.
These men are the ones that have created this situation.
Of course, those with heart and feelings are sorry for all that is going
to happen. But who is to blame when the untamed spirits of men fall
into the traps of the Daemon? Where is their knowledge and their
enormous earthly education to enable them to repel the evil? This is
how men act when Divine Enlightenment does not exist.
I recommend to every one including those who receive our rays (i.e.
the printed material from Divine Light; www.divinelight.org.gr) to stay
away from disputes. Occupy yourselves only with the directives of
the Spiritual World and put these into practice. You will receive Light
free and if you have queries or if you want clarification on certain
points, even if they are personal, you have the Spiritual World as
faithful advisor that is willing to give you what you ask. As long as
you do not mix with politics, at the appropriate time, you can have the
strength to teach what you have learned to all your brethren who
have an absolute need of your help.
Take care of the youth. They are fragile and you are able to direct
them towards the correct, bright path of their future. Alas to those
who have diverted from the correct path. They will regret it bitterly
and there will be no salvation for their souls. These words enter the
ears of the youth from one side and exit from the other ear, because
they are inexperienced and ignore life and the path of life. Anticipate
evil so you can save those that you are able to, and they can be
thankful.
In general the world situation is very dangerous. A spark is sufficient
to bring about a great disaster to many of your brothers. I am not
going to talk about what is going to happen so no one is influenced
by me. Everything depends on the Lord and only He can tame the
spirits of rebellion and evil. But be assured that from all this situation
good will emerge because during the battle the guilty are defeated
and the victor takes responsibility for the reorganisation of life.
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Posted July 28, 2012
15:07:57 – Australian
Broadcasting Corp (ABC)
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2
012-07-28/un-arms-tradedeal-collapses/4161190
UN arms trade deal blocked by key
nations
“A UN deal to regulate the
international arms trade has
suffered a serious setback.
The Australian-sponsored
draft treaty was blocked by
the United States, Russia,
North Korea, Cuba and
Venezuela, who all asked for
more time. Under the
proposed UN treaty,
signatories would have had to
evaluate if any conventional
weapons they exported could
be used to violate human
rights or fall into the hands of
organised-crime gangs.
United Nations chief Ban Kimoon said he was
"disappointed" that member
states failed to clinch an
agreement after several years
of preparatory work and four
weeks of negotiations. But he
vowed "steadfast"
commitment to obtaining a
"robust" arms trade treaty,
noting that countries had
agreed to pursue
negotiations. "There is
already considerable common
ground and states can build
on the hard work that has
been done during these
negotiations," he added.
Some diplomats said
Washington had refused to
vote on the proposed text,
saying it needed more time
before the midnight deadline
and was worried about a
www.divinepharos.org

The defeated is not the one who has no strength to resist force, but
the one who is a winner by violence, the one who will be enslaved to
David.
You may want more details about future developments of your world.
However it is not permissible for me to talk about something that
does not directly concern you.

pushback from the US
Congress. Russia and other
countries followed suit. "It's
the fault of the United States
that we failed," a Western
diplomat said, requesting
anonymity to speak freely
about the subject.”

You, my beloved ones, know this: the Spiritual World protects you.

13.17 The establishment
3 March 1979
[17:302-303]

Jean-Jacques Rousseau: With the Lord’s blessing I come from all
the great Spirits to give you their reinforcement of educational and
enlightening knowledge to place against the establishment large or
small.

Rousseau, 1753, by
Maurice Quentin de La Tour.

There is no worse obstacle that can be placed in front of pure
knowledge than the cruel, egotistical and inhuman establishment that
is always constituted by a few people forcing their will on the many.
Unfortunately what is established be it large or small has the support
of governments and clergy. For this reason, on one hand the clergy
with their iniquity and lies destroys all the authentic and pure
enlightenment of religion. On the other hand those who hold high
positions in society, as a governing class consider themselves as
Jean-Jacques Rousseau
favoured to look after and always govern for their own benefit.
Over thousands of years such establishments have destroyed the
brightest societies of different eras. France at one time was the
bright star of free speech. But, the establishment managed to
subvert this bright light and through revolution to supposedly bring
freedom, brotherhood and many other goods, according to the
opinion of the few who betrayed the many. It brought the French
nation to the edge of the abyss! I do not want to elaborate upon what
role foreigners played in this country at the expense of course, of the
French people.
As you know I was not French but Swiss. However, I considered
France as the mother of science, art and literature. Even today after
all the battles, despite its freedom, France is not free. You will ask
me if I know of any country that is free from its establishment. None!
With the awakening that Heaven gives to the population of Earth, this
hideous encircling phalanx will be combatted. This phalanx that
destroys and enslaves free speech from which the flower of progress
blooms.

born in Geneva (1712-1778)
was a philosopher, writer, and
composer of 18th-century
Romanticism of French
expression. His political
philosophy influenced the
French revolution as well as
the overall development of
modern political, sociological
and educational thought.
His writings are cornerstones
in modern political and social
thought. Rousseau was a
successful composer of
music. He wrote seven
operas as well as music in
other forms, and he made
contributions to music as a
theorist.
Rousseau, a Freemason was
interred as a national hero in
the Pantheon in Paris in 1794,
16 years after his death.

Through effort and toil Man is able to attain high levels of knowledge.
But if knowledge exceeds the limit, its value falls and it is absorbed
and rendered defective under the direction of the establishment
whose strength is reinforced by the fallen values of morons.
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Because Greece first gave the Light to the whole world and did this
through the freedom of speech, the conscientious who are sitting in
the high places of this World ought to give the people of this Greek
land a wreath of glory. The Sun of Knowledge rose from this land. It
reached its zenith for the whole world but it was covered by clouds by
the people of the West. Therefore, let the ungrateful keep the clouds
of ignorance for themselves so that the Sun of Greek Knowledge can
shine again.
I make no distinction between nations, but I ought to say the truth
because only this will melt the iceberg of the Greek establishment.
The incapable and spiritually uneducated are always included in both
small and large establishments
Greece lived, will live and will create the new Light to cover the whole
world. Blessed is the land of Homer, Socrates and Plato.

13.18 Who owes pays
19 Jun 1978 (All Souls Saturday)
[17:99-100]

Alexander G (ex army Officer): Even though you are on Earth you
are demobilized! I, who you think am intangible am ready at the
bulwarks of the battle. Luckily the bullets do not touch me! Not
because I am afraid, but I will cause great damage to the common
enemy that is fighting us and wants to subdue our religion as if we
are subordinates. But he does not know what I am preparing for him.

All Souls Saturday : It was
made known through spiritual
communications
that
all
eligible souls are given
permission on this day to visit
loved ones still on Earth.

Do you see this sword? – it is magical, it will defend religion and
family.
I thank you very much that you remembered me and wanted to hear
a few of my words. You will recognise them by their action.
If someone pretends to be honest and conscientious, Divine Justice
will crush him and punish the sinner tenfold.
I am not bloodthirsty as a military man. I also have a family and
children that I love and protect. But I cannot tolerate the barbarism of
the enemy that seeks any excuse to take over Greek soil.
Your government will pay. It owes a lot to the Greek people. The
Greek people will win and will liberate Greece from the dangers that
threaten it. Your governments have betrayed the people for long
enough. It is the turn of the people to condemn those who have
created this situation.
You never reached the stage that you are currently at, nor did you
ever imagine that you would. The people remain uninformed not
because the government is afraid of them but because it is afraid of
the agents it brought into our country. Let it pay for its imprudence.
I am not harsh but I am just. Whoever owes pays.
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13.19 The battle rages
21 July 1978
[17:130-131]

NOTE: The following was channeled by E.Sapountzakis. Theoclea
was a Pythia in the Oracle of Delphi. The communication was
validated by G.Pisanis with the following communication of
Pythagoras.
Theoclea: I am very pleased that I have completed a very difficult
task for Our Authority.
It relates to the subject of earthly
developments. All the Spirits of Our Kingdom are at the zenith of
their energies to shape the flow of events on the planet where you
live.
The battle rages and the clash of the two Logos is terrifying and too
inconceivable for you to comprehend. The aim of the Spiritual World (i) Logos =The Word = Jesus
was the removal of the Devil’s mask and the revelation of the true Christ.
(ii) Inverted Logos = Satan.
face of the enemy in the vision of people, but especially in the eyes
of those who have leadership positions in the running of nations of
mainly Europe. Europe’s political unification is being hastened in a
way that your news channels do not assist you to understand.
The events that are continually changing will be shocking and
sensational by the more active position taken by Great China in the
international arena.
Europe moves decisively with fast pace to take the wind out of the
sails of the USA by speeding up its unification and the subsequent
creation of the free European currency. This, despite the raging
opposition of the invisible and cunning enemy that is now visible to
the leaders of European nations.
At this point the prestige of China, within the European region and
extending to other geographic areas, will rise with a dynamic and
incalculable politically attractive dynamism. This will nullify the
political aims of the two superpowers, the USA and Russia, which in
reality are the two jaws of the Snake. The Snake will be enraged
because of its discovery and with its tail will constrict its head within
its nest in the USA.
This is the strategic aim of the powers of the Spiritual World. It is to
bring about the balance of the earthly clashes of the powers, which
will lead the nations, not without sacrifices, to the peace that the
powers of the invisible Spiritual World are moving towards. So the
reconstruction by the free nations can begin from the spiritual ruins
that were created by the so-called chosen people.

The euro (€) official currency
of the Eurozone. The name
euro was officially adopted on
16 December 1995. The euro
is the second largest reserve
currency (2012) as well as the
second most traded currency
in the world after the US
dollar. In 1998 eleven
member states of the EU had
met the convergence criteria
and the Eurozone came into
existence with the official
launch of the euro (alongside
national currencies) on 1
January 1999. Greece
officially adopted the euro on
the 1 January 2001.

Pythagoras: I validate the text of beloved Theoclea, Pythia of the
then sacred temple of Apollo in Delphi, who has the permission of
our Authority to enlighten the brothers who are in ignorance.
My dear, my own position is the deep study of secret problems that I
solve in silence and keep in strict secrecy future events.
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I add for the New China, that it is an industrious nation with very
ancient civilisation, excellent craftsmen in their restitution as well as
spiritual development. If they are lacking in mechanical progress it is
because they are peaceful people with superiority of high humanity.
But the leader that China needed was missing until the appearance
of Mao and his collaborators.
Today China is the wall of European civilisation and defender of
justice against the unjust. Others will talk about interesting subjects
relating to New China.

13.20 Revelations
22 and 24 July 1977
[25:257-258]

Theoclea: We the female form play a great role in the outcome of
the international situation. We operate as one all mighty energy that
caused huge breaches in the enemy, which cannot heal.
Now follow the revelations and in a short time to your surprise you
will see what will happen.
I wonder how the prominent personalities of the USA can advertise
that they are defenders of Western civilisation and defenders of
human rights, and run down the Russian mentality when they
themselves are the creators of crime syndicates under the leadership
of the CIA. When Man does not have the “know thyself”, imagine
how can an international power like the USA with an angelic face
create such large-scale diabolical situations. The famous CIA, which
is an instrument of Zionism, digs the grave of humanity, so it
imprisons itself in it.
There are thousands upon thousands of brutal victims of the JewishZionism, not only in the large country of America but also in foreign
countries throughout the world. The CIA has become involved with
the distilleries and with its special agents within the factories are
producing in total secrecy some drinks containing small amounts of
chemical substance and others with larger dosages that are shipped
to where they think is appropriate. No chemical analysis will discover
this disgraceful practice because they have managed to have this
substance appear pure and are able to conceal slow death. The
same occurs with other products that are dangerous to the health of
Man. Thousands die everyday from heart diseases or other similar
illnesses that are researched in trials. It seems unbelievable but it is
true. The whole scientific effort is to achieve death. There are other
means that will horrify the human mind. When they are discovered
you will not believe how and for what reason the Zionists are working
throughout the whole world.
Another Spiritual Leader could enlighten you as to what game is
being played in Greece since your Government is oblivious and does
not accept the many political points that we foretell to alert it. I have
experience because of my position (in Heaven) as a member active
in your defense.
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13.21 The poisoned oranges
4 February 1978
[17: 19-20]

Euclid: My dear brethren, despite the contradictions of some who
have the impression that the Spiritual World is politicking, they will
bitterly regret all the things they did not perceive against their
country.
Zionists are monsters of falsehood and bad faith and so harsh that
you cannot imagine it. Starting from a recent event that has occurred
I will tell you the plain truth.
Oranges to be sent from Israel to the countries of the West were
discovered to be poisoned with mercury. After this discovery, the
shipment was destroyed and Israel announced that the Palestinians
had carried out this evil action out of revenge.
Is it possible that the Palestinians could have done this since the
Israeli authorities check them? And where were these fruit-boxes
that were inoculated with mercury found? If Greece or Spain had
carried out something similar, their fruit would have been totally
banned from western markets. Watch and you will see that despite
the west rejecting the Israeli oranges they will reappear in their
markets directly.

In 1979, Egypt and Israel
signed a peace treaty that
ended 30 years of conflict.
Egyptian President Anwar
Sadat and Israeli Prime
Minister
Meacham
Begin
signed the Camp David
Accords in 1978, following
thirteen days of secret
negotiations at Camp David.
A
Framework
for
the
Conclusion of a Peace Treaty
between Egypt and Israel.
Little progress was achieved
on
the
first
framework
however, A Framework for
Peace in the Middle East,
which
dealt
with
the
Palestinian territories.

Israeli agents carried out the inoculation so they could attribute the
responsibility to the Palestinians with the premise that they cannot be
trusted and because of this they could not return them to the land of
their fathers.
You can see what kind of falsehoods are being used in their politics,
so they can react to the words of President Carter. These are the
Zionists! Liars, barbarians, unethical and taking cover under the
white wings of the white dove hiding and working invisibly. And the
governments of the so-called united Europe remain torpid! You will
either all become sub servants of the Zionists because you have not
a grain of wisdom, or the government will be taken over by left-wing
factions that have no connection with the Russian mafia.
It was necessary to say all of this so you do not fall into the same
sleep that the people of USA have fallen. When the Prime Minister
of Israel travelled to the USA to see President Carter, he deceived all
of you. He first met with the high authorities of the invisible
government of Israel in the USA and afterwards met with Carter.
Whereas at the beginning, before his trip he promised Sadat the
return of the land that the Arabs had lost but at a directive from the
Jewish representatives in the USA he changed his mind and insisted
that not an inch be returned to them, thus deceiving even Carter, who
realised that something was amiss but did not know how to react.
Thus they thought that through the affair of the oranges would
strengthen their stance of not returning the Palestinians’ land to
them.
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13.22 The rampart of True Light
7 September 1974
[23:269-271]

Pharah: According to the Zionist point of view, as we said at another
time, one power is insufficient to attack the whole of humanity.
However two opposite forces, capitalism and marxism that form the
two jaws of the same beast could more easily facilitate the corrosion
of all the nations of the world.
That is why I stressed, that if Russia is willing to help a nation, for
example Greece, do not rely on its help because you do not know
what is going to follow since Russia receives instructions from the
same source as the Zionistic mafia.
You have realised that Egypt has fallen into the trap of the two super
powers. If Russia wants to help Egypt today this will be so that
Russia has a position in the Arab world. The other side, America,
has betrayed Egypt. Therefore Russia will defend it with the opposite
aim to that of America but ending up at the same point that Zionism
is pursuing.
Does it not seem strange to you that for years we have rung the bell
of danger against Zionism and you with the smile of your naivety
have shown no interest in denouncing the role of the Jewish Empire.
For this reason at the last moments of the great political turmoil, the
Spiritual World is intervening by entering the battle, so that the
nations of the world awaken against the common enemy.
If Christianity is subjugated then all foreign religions will be nullified
immediately because they are artificial.
Therefore, the Christian world keeps the walls solid and battles with
In Judaism, "choosiness" is
humanity but not brutally as is taught by the secret hierophants of the the belief that the Jews are
Daemon who are Zionists.
the chosen people. This idea
is first found in the Torah.

They make so many mistakes that they are going to fall into the pit Much is written about these
topics in rabbinic literature.
that they are preparing for the Christians.
Because Greece is the first nation in the entire world that has taught
the Truth from ancient times and has adopted Christianity through
love and benevolence it will again enlighten the world of corruption
and ignorance through Divine Truth.
The Lord has destined Greece to be the battlement of True Light to
give all the nations of the world the meaning of brotherhood between
each other and has not chosen one nation only, as though the other
nations were not children of the same father.

The three largest Jewish
denominations maintain the
belief that the Jews have
been chosen by God for a
purpose.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Je
ws_as_a_chosen_people

But who taught the so-called chosen nation that it is really the chosen
one? Let the readers look back in history to see and believe, what
crimes they have carried out against their weak and peaceful
fellowmen. Let him study their Zionist’s history so he can be
convinced that these are not the chosen people of the Lord, as some
of their wicked prophets have stressed.
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There are chosen people who have a conscience in all nations of the
world. Those without conscience are the chosen ones of Satan.
These people create wars for the benefit of the Evil spirit and ignore
the existence of the Leader of the Christian religion, Jesus, Who will
bring the axe on their head.

13.23 Europe - China
25 May 1974
[23:211-212]

Pharah: You are going through a bad period on a worldwide scale
and it is especially wretched for your country. Not one of you knows
what is going to occur not even those in authority.
At another time I stressed that whatever is going to happen, will
surprise. In order to discover the huge thefts carried out at the
expense of the people for the enrichment of unscrupulous people,
and cunning foreigners such as the Americans who have been
positioned to destroy your national economy, the situation in your
country has to be totally cleansed. Do not be impatient and you will
see in what situation they are going to find themselves, which we
have already stressed twelve years ago. The richest nations will
become bankrupt. What is going to happen to them? This does not
concern you ...
So that the Russian establishment does not benefit from this fall, it
will be confronted by China and Europe. Europe will prevail as the
greatest power of the world.
At another time I stressed, a long time ago, that in reality China is
democratic and is not interested in expanding its borders to the west,
but towards the north. This is not to conquer foreign lands, but to
recapture land that it owned previously. Instead of its Chinese
citizens progressing they remained passive, and so Russia took
advantage of them in terms of military operations.
This colossus that is called Russia will become consumed by fire
because its foundations are ready to crumble. The future of the
world will be very different when the two super-powers are punished
as abusers of justice, wealth and the goodwill of nations, then there
will be freedom of speech and understanding between the nations.
The evil Daemon that organised these two to crush all countries, will
give an account of its actions here on Earth. But you are more
interested in your own country. Of course it will also be cleansed,
much earlier than you think, because the same criminals hold it. It
depends what stance the free spirit of men will take!
The majority of opinion is against the dictatorship. Already agents of
European nations have started to act investigating the weakest
points upon which the dictatorship was established so that from them
will start the explosion that will cause the building to crumble
immediately. They also suspect that not much time is left for those in
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authority. Many human scum will die and justly, because they have
destroyed everything. They have bankrupted the national economy
and intervened in sending many innocent people to the world above,
after they have tortured them with great harshness and inhuman
conduct.

13.24 The role of China and Greece
31 August 1975
[24:117-118]

Confucius: My brethren, if in the middle of the developing fights that
are taking place and if such a great power as China did not exist,
today you would not have been able to overcome the sinister and
cunning actions of Zionism.

A portrait of Confucius by the
Tang Synasty artist Wu Daozi
(680–740).

The Lord has assigned China as a Dragon-guard of nations’ rights.
China saves the situation and gives the opportunity to Europe to
become the strongest continent in the world, with the difference
being that the remaining scum of Zionism have to be cleared out
from their government structure.
To come now to your area, I have to say that yes you have acquired
democracy but it is insipid and it will be erased in time. We give
great importance to your sacred area, which will be glorified first by
us and then by the other nations of the world. This is the place
where democracy was born and Christianity was established and
extended to the western world.
Despite all that we report, we as Spirits do not belong to any one
specific country but only to the World of Spiritual life, as defenders of
truth, justice and love towards the creations of the Lord and Creator
of everything.
Your area is small but miraculous and must be extended as an
outstanding power to give its brilliant light to other nations, that is, to
humanity.
I do not refer to Greece as a nationalistic nation but as a universal
nation. A country that Divinity has created for the enlightenment of
goodness and piety. It is as a jewel of spiritual value and mercy for
the underdeveloped countries.
Greece in antiquity shone as a star of knowledge. Today it will shine
with a blinding light on all areas so that all will wonder about this
miracle without knowing why the Spiritual World designated this
country to be a spiritual sun so you can live and enlighten the
darkness.
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Confucius (551–479 BC)
was a Chinese teacher,
editor, politician and
philosopher of the Spring and
Autumn Period of Chinese
History. The philosophy of
Confucius emphasized
personal and governmental
morality, correctness of social
relationships, justice and
sincerity. His followers
competed successfully with
many other schools during the
Hundred Schools of Thought
era only to be suppressed in
favor of the Legalists during
the Qin Dynasty. Following
the victory of Han over Chu
after the collapse of Qin,
Confucius's thoughts received
official sanction and were
further developed into a
system known as
Confucianism.
Confucius is traditionally
credited with having authored
or edited many of the Chinese
classic texts including all of
the Five Classics, but modern
scholars are cautious of
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13.25 Why England moves towards the abyss
19 January 1975
[24:10-12]

Pharah: Is it possible that many will wonder why England that was
for so many years ruler of the seas and the richest country that
sucked most of the produce from its colonies, would be heading for
extermination?
England that was a world authority in politics, commerce and industry
is to be led today towards the abyss?
This said country that had all the means to develop spiritually to
defend justice, in an “unreasonable” and one would say novel
manner formulated justice according to its own criteria and fell into
irreparable errors
Do not forget England’s excessive egoism and greediness in
conquering defenseless nations with rich lands and unexploited
subsoil. Wherever it placed its feet, under its administration the
indigenous population remained in the spiritual state of animals. It
was only concerned for its colonial citizens who it considered to be
many degrees inferior in development to the citizens of its own
Centre, who it essentially considered as worthy guardians of its
mightiness.

attributing specific assertions
to Confucius himself.
Aphorisms concerning his
teachings were compiled in
the Analects, but only many
years after his death.
Confucius's principles had a
basis in common Chinese
tradition and belief. He
championed strong family
loyalty, ancestor worship,
respect of elders by their
children (and in traditional
interpretations) of husbands
by their wives. He also
recommended family as a
basis for ideal government.
He espoused the well-known
principle "Do not do to others
what you do not want done to
yourself".

The snake of Zionism with its thousand masks treacherously
undermined the apparent paradise in everyone’s eyes that was
called Great Britain. So, generally, today its agents hold the keys of
government mechanisms. Having been approved by advisors of
Jewish descent, Zionism directs the politics. Also most of the
productive factories are run using foreign capital.
England was helped by many prominent Jewish personalities to
establish the first centre of Masonry that spread cunningly throughout
the whole of Europe, Russia and the Far East. With this weapon (of
masonry) and without making their further aim known they have
enslaved all the countries of the World.
Therefore England was the first active and intensely energetic
rampart of masonry, that is, the base of operations of the Jewish
danger to the world.
Let the English reflect on how many Anglo-Saxon Jews and agents
spy on the pureblood of England, so they can destroy it at the right
time.
Already enemies with a conscience that is english in
appearance govern it. England’s vile policies against other nations
will cause it to be in great difficulty.
This country is infected politically. Before its citizens wake from their
lethargy and realise their mistakes, events will take place that will
totally disrupt it. It will then be too late to find their path again.
If England links with the politics of the USA today, it is because of
their common language. This is precisely the fault of the English that
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lost their way. They undervalue humanity for the sake of the single
language and not as many think because of the need of monetary
loans.
England has independent sources.
England is richer than the USA.

This is an unknown truth:

The Jewish snake (treachery) has destroyed its foundations without
England realizing it. England moves towards the destruction of its
previous strength at high speed. Not joining the Common European
market will be to its detriment and not that of Europe, which is what
European politicians stress.
If those responsible for the country do not change tactics England is
in great danger because it is already being led towards the abyss
much faster than anticipated. May God enlighten the inconsiderate
fools.

13.26 Update on the international political
situation
27 June 1974
[23:230-232]

Pharah: ... It is superfluous for me to say that unfortunately the USA
does not have a leader. Members of Zionism govern there, as one
person. In their darkness they make political mistakes by supporting
Israel directly as the state that is the ruler of the Middle East.
The Egyptians fell into Kissinger’s trap. However, the Egyptian
military oppose Sadat and they may remove him or assassinate him.
It is not possible for the USA to concentrate all its policy in that
direction, since the whole of Europe is against the USA politics.

On 6 October 1981, Sadat
was assassinated during the
annual victory parade held in
Cairo to celebrate Egypt’s
Suez Canal.
An army
lieutenant
led
the
assassination squad.

Much will happen at the expense of the American Continent. This is
because the foolish and ambitious Nixon who is totally influenced by
the Zionist thinks with his deceit that it is possible to genuinely agree
with Russia – he acts aimlessly. And with the same intention Russia http://www.texemarrs.com/08
will also agree with the USA, without supporting their preplanned 2011/stranglehold_article.htm
“Every politician, every pastor
designs, since both Powers agree with insincerity.
You, do not look only at the surface, because the bottom is different.
One is trying to ridicule the other. In the meantime, Europe, which
has realized what was going to happen organised itself quickly,
having the mysterious China as its ally. Both the USA and Russia
fear China.
Today no one from the two Super Powers is in position to step on
Chinese soil. Whoever tries will be destroyed. China has an
organised living army with a leader rare in your history. It is politically
organised differently from Russia. The Chinese are free! The
Russians are the slaves and the Americans are servants of the
Zionists.
Greece, this small country that forms part of Europe will be the
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and evangelist, every CEO,
every
celebrity—indeed,
every person of any known
name or position in America—
knows without a doubt that
the Jews hold the key to their
continued success. The Jews
make people and they can
break them. You get where
you
are
socially
and
economically because the
Jews put their stamp of
approval on you. And if they
withdraw that stamp of
approval,
you’re
out—
finished, thrown away like old
worthless rubbish onto the
trash heap of history”.
www.divinepharos.org

responsibility of the Spiritual World. Be optimistic about a new
situation that will appear on your horizon and wait for the
developments that you will learn of. So, based on these you will
know how to act for His Work that will enlighten even more all the
Spirits that need enlightenment and will expose the Evil Daemon.

13.27 Developments in the Middle East
30 August 1975
[24:115-116]

Aristotle: ... I bless the dear friends and collaborators faithful to the
Spiritual World. I come in response to your call, to enlighten you on
the urgent topic that you have requested. The essence of the
question has touched the heart of reality. This reality will manifest in
strange dimensions and in different developments that will occur
quickly. With the result, that the haste of Kissinger will secure
stealthily the Egyptian signature to the agreement – trap – and also
expose the satanical plot of American Zionism; that in an infernal
manner is collaborating with the State of Israel and aiming to quickly
achieve a “de facto” conquest, to acquire land in the Middle East
which is vital for their plans and interests.

“Today, in the U.S.A., our
Congressmen, politicians, and
generals are fully cognizant of
this “fear” principle, and they
do not dare stand up to the
Jews.
Whatever
Israel’s
Netanyahu and the Jewish
lobby want, they get. Even
when the Jews demand the
death and massacre of
millions of innocent men,
women,
and
children
throughout the Middle East,
the United States leadership
rushes to carry out these
horrific crimes. As far as the
Talmudic
Jews
are
concerned, the death of these
gentile victims are acceptable
sacrifices
to
the
Jews’
kabbalistic god, Moloch, the
deity of the Jews’ six-pointed
star”.

One such success of the Zionist plan, the direct submission of Arab
oil producing countries and the interruption of the efforts of African
nations to achieve political and economic independence will have
blown up the dreams, the hopes and the economic and political
forces of all the European nations.
The revelation of this plan and the unmasking of the Daemon will
have an immediate effect on the utter failure of Kissinger’s efforts.
This failure will humiliate him and will have direct repercussions on
the Laws of the USA to such a degree that the Daemon in his
confusion will become the arsonist of the Eastern Mediterranean and
the Middle East, trampling on everything and everyone to save his
power and prestige. The defeats that he is going to suffer on all
fronts will surprise the awakened humanity.
The forces of the Spiritual World are invisible on the battlements and
they direct the nations towards victory with the flag of humanity as
their guide that is the Lord and Saviour of Man.
We have already said what will happen in your country and therefore
you are already aware of the astonishing victory of the Greek forces.
You have all shown as Greek patriots that you are brave, fearless
and ready to be sacrificed for the ideals of freedom, freedom of
speech and humanity, so give an example of the slap that you will
give to the imprudent cheek of the enemy of humanity.
With the inspirit blessings of the Lord and the Spiritual World, I greet
you and bless you.
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13.28 Conscious humanitarianism
4 August 1977
[25:258-260]

Zhou En Lai: First, I thank Divinity that has heard your request and
secondly you that your voice as a prayer came from the land where
democracy was born and the unsurpassed civilisation of that period
of your ancient forefathers whose spirit was for humanity and is the
brightest light for the inner world.
In my country of course there were important people with high level
of knowledge, but it was difficult in such a huge nation that was
uneducated and illiterate. For this reason the many were working for
the few. In successive periods through patience and imagination our Zhou Enlai 5 March 1898 – 8
January 1976 was the first
civilisation has raised the arts that were worthy of admiration.
The great conquerors of international history are admired for their
bravery, but not for their human knowledge that they lacked, apart
from a few who have fought to civilize underdeveloped nations. For
me the main knowledge applicable to man is conscious
humanitarianism.
From the beginning, the majority of our people had within them the
seed of kindness from Divine Inspiration. But foreign elements
created fratricidal wars.
This is because according to these
foreigners great China should not have been permitted to raise its
head, neither for the liberation of its country nor for the benefit of the
weak nations that have fallen into the nets of the invisible and
cunning enemy of humanity.
Mao, together with his collaborators, has saved China from this
danger and distinguished it. I was against some of the ideological
beliefs of Mao. I didn’t know of his objective aim even though I was
collaborating with him. Mao was a politician whereas I was
interested in the wellbeing and spiritual development of our nation.
Mao’s work has to be considered as an epic achievement of the
centuries in the history of all nations.
After research and as soon as I discovered which is the invisible arm
that creates wars and by its economic strength stops everyone taking
advantage of them by the most cowardly and shameful methods
through systematic lies and theft, I declared to Europe that the nation
of Israel had to be eliminated from the map. Unfortunately the USA
opened its arms and bosom and squeezed the poisonous Snake of
Zionism, the most Mafioso of the world, inside it. It is this that I
accuse of being responsible for all the earthly anomalies: wars,
corruption and immorality. It is the one dangerous enemy of all
nations. It makes alliances with the most powerful and eliminates the
weaker until the time comes to destroy the strong. It has money and
lies as its weapons. It hardens the conscience and it buys agents
within the press. All this is carried out cleverly through third parties.
The establishments of the various nations are working for this Snake.
Government mechanisms are in the hands of mercenary nonpatriots. Those of you who are blind and worthy of your fortune,
wake up and knock down the head of the Snake of Zionism.
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Premier of the People’s
Republic of China, serving
from October 1949 until his
death in January 1976. Zhou
served under Mao Zedong
and was instrumental in
consolidating the control of
the Communist Party’s rise to
power, forming foreign policy,
and developing the Chinese
economy. A skilled and able
diplomat, Zhou served as the
Chinese Foreign Minister from
1949 to 1958. Advocating
peaceful coexistence with the
West after the stalemated
Korean War. Mao dominated
any gathering; Zhou suffused
it. Mao's passion strove to
overwhelm opposition; Zhou's
intellect would seek to
persuade or outmaneuver it.
Mao was sardonic; Zhou
penetrating. Mao thought of
himself as a philosopher;
Zhou saw his role as an
administrator or a negotiator.
Mao was eager to accelerate
history; Zhou was content to
exploit its currents. Largely
due to his expertise, Zhou
was able to survive the
purges of other top officials
during the Cultural Revolution
of the 1960s. As Mao
Zedong's health began to
decline in 1971 and 1972,
Zhou and the Gang of Four
struggled internally over
leadership of China. Zhou's
health was also failing,
however, and he died eight
months before Mao on 8
January 1976. The massive
public outpouring of grief in
Beijing turned to anger
towards the Gang of Four.
The members consisted of
Mao Zedong’s last wife, the
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leading figure of the group,
and her close associates.

Neither the United States of America nor Russia will avoid the
turbulence and bloodshed from the vengeful cleansing members of http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jia
the Jewish snake. I am not a warmonger. But when the enemy ng_Qing
wants to subdue you from your foundations I become aroused and
obsessed about repelling and destroying it with all my strength.

13.29 The new path of Greek civilisation
12 June 1975
[24:73-74]

Herodotus: Despite all that you see, hear and read pay no
attention. Everything is false because no human knows the Will of
the Lord.
The Lord has decided that despite the anomalies and changeable
thoughts of those responsible, this country (Greece) will not only
collect the wreath for victory but also for its destiny as the bastion of
the new phase and directive for nations, imitating Greece in its new
civilisation.
It is a blessing that the Highest Authority has decided that this
country will give the first civilizing light to the world.
Do not be daunted and be assured that no enemy great or small will
be able to bend the stature of your country.
Do not get involved in the disputes of foolish people about political
situations.
Greece as one human being follows the path of its destiny.
And which is this?
It is the new Lighthouse of Knowledge of Goodness and Piety so that
Justice, Virtue and Love will triumph.
It will be the triumphant march of Hellenism into the lands of the Tolstoy photographed at his
barbarians.
Yasnaya Polyana estate in
May 1908 by Sergey Prokudin
Gorsky.

13.30 Today’s world of Russia
3 November 1977
[25:305-307]

Leo Tolstoy: My dear brethren it has been some time since I
returned to your table to tell you about my views of my huge country.
Some authors who battle the enemy of humanity are mistaken if they
think that Russia follows a path that is different to that of Zionism.
The Russian government is guided from the backstage and has the
army as its base. In spite of its heavenly splendor the people suffer.
They live as slaves and do not have a free opinion. Fortunately for
this nation, who was the most faithful to the sacred Christian wine for
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the Eucharist (to the Teachings of Christianity), today it is watched Lev Nikolayevich Tolstoy
(Sep 9, 1828 – Nov 20, 1910)
just in case it rises against the establishment.
Christian education is widespread, including in the army. Within the
governing authority there are many who are superficial communists
only. They are impious, but essentially they are enemies of atheism
and of enslavement.
I foresee that in Russia not only will the people rise, but also they will
have the support of the army. They will not obey their government
despite its strength. The enemies have not taken God’s Power into
account. Moscow was the most religious city in the world. Today
there and in the Kremlin snakes lie hidden and the Powers of the
Invisible World will destroy them. If you do not believe my foretelling
the fault is yours, because you have never considered the truth of
Heaven to be a specific power. You will see many things so that you
can believe what you cannot imagine.
A nation that Zionism thought as its own was deceived. This nation
today is very powerful against its enemy. It is China that calls itself
communist. But is it? If you have any knowledge you will
understand this yourself. It is the first nation that rose up against the
two superpowers because it realized the Zionist trap. China knows
how to maneuver and no one knows its strength. This is the nation
that in time will assist all the nations of the world against the common
enemy of humanity.
There are no left wing or right wing or middle of the road people.
There are people whose only concern is to live comfortably. But the
Cunning Snake managed to slander them and caused fanatic rifts
between them – religious or otherwise – with class movements and
many other underhand methods both criminal and dangerous.
Russia will not be able to resist the many pressures on its people for
long, because Asiatic Europe is moving. It rejuvenates Christian
teaching and is preparing to rid itself of the guardianship of the
Zionist ruler and enlist itself in Europe. That is why Europe will
become an all-powerful force that will force the enemy to pay for the
blood of its children.

Tolstoy was born in the family
estate in the Tula region of
Russia. The Tolstoys were a
well-known family of old
Russian nobility. A Russian
writer who primarily wrote
novels and short stories. His
two most famous works, the
novels War and Peace and
Anna Karenina are
acknowledged as two of the
greatest novels of all time and
a pinnacle of realistic fiction.
Many consider Tolstoy to
have been one of the world's
greatest novelists. Tolstoy is
equally known for his
complicated and paradoxical
persona and for his extreme
moralistic and ascetic views,
which he adopted after a
moral crisis and spiritual
awakening in the 1870s, after
which he also became noted
as a moral thinker and
reformer. His literal
interpretation of the ethical
teachings of Jesus, centering
on the Sermon on the Mount
caused him in later life to
become a fervent Christian
anarchist. His ideas on
nonviolent resistance,
expressed in such works as
“The Kingdom of God is within
you” were to have a profound
impact on such pivotal
twentieth century figures as
Mohandas Gandhi and Martin
Luther King.

Because of the German ferocity during the last war the Zionists had
300,000 dead. The government of Israel increased it to 6,000,000 to
enable it to receive the analogous compensation. The Russian dead
were more than 20,000,000. I do not speak about the European
losses and as to why did the very merciful Israeli government not
speak of them?
These snakes you also have today on the Greek soil. They bribe
your government administration at the expense of your people. And
what has your government done? It has received them, both
American and English, as guests to obtain their opinion about the
system they wanted to impose on the government. This way the
government has abused the trust of the people. I am talking of those
who have perception and wisdom, not the others that compete for
positions for personal gain.
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When the gates of Russia open, your people will change
immediately. The most fertile area of this region is under the boot of
Zionism and let the Russian government say it is against Zionism!
This is a ruse that you do not know and nor is it possible for you to
perceive.
I turn my eyes towards the Lighthouse of Hope that will enlighten the
whole world: Greece.

13.31 What was my life’s aim
2 October 1977
[25:290-292]

Mao Tse-Tung (Zedong): My dear brethren no one in your world
can imagine what the Kingdom of the Spiritual World is like, despite
all that has been said. The limit of human intelligence cannot enter
into this research that is essential for your knowledge.
I will speak about the aim of my life on Earth. From a young age I
wondered why such a huge country as China could not prosper.
With the passage of time I noticed that because of its factions it was
lacking in spiritual advancement. Even though the Mandarins were
distinguished by their erudition they were not interested in the
people. This is because once they obtained high positions they
scorned, as they used to say, uncouth citizens. I thought that if a
branch of the tree is cut with skill and is fashioned, it changes shape
and acquires value. Then why could not the uncouth rabble, as a
simple branch of a tree of my country, acquire greater value than the
tree branch? Then all my energy was turned into the advancement
of the rabble that had the possibility of delivering useful benefits for
all.
Unfortunately I found myself in front of great dangers from foreign
and local powers. As I said, I do not speak about my own entity, as
this subject concerns only me. How I could repel the enemies of my
country was my only thought. I battled as no other leader of a
country in your world has done. I had to confront my internal
enemies who received their instructions from the USA, and the
Japanese who wanted to conquer land that did not belong to them.
Through necessity the war was harsh. I was slandered as harsh.
Ask my prisoners to tell you the truth. With much toil and incredible
daring I managed to unite my country and claim lands that were
improperly occupied by Russia, and also from the other side land
occupied by the USA, Formosa. Wanted or not these annexed lands
will return to the bosom of the motherland.
As victors, the Chinese army placed independence above all else. It
is not the time for me to expand on why I operated as a communist.
China still has to confront the enemy with two faces: Russia and the
USA. From the sidelines of these two enemies with one indivisible
soul is Zionism. Everyone knows who directs it but no one dares say
because through the technical propaganda of the Israelis all have
become morons. Only China has shown to the whole world the
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Retrieved
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Mao Zedong, (Mao TseTung), and commonly
referred to as Chairman Mao
(December 26, 1893 –
September 9, 1976), was a
Chinese Communist
revolutionary, guerilla warfare
strategist, anti- Imperialist
political philosopher and
leader of the Chinese
revolution. He was the
architect and founder of the
People’s Republic of China
from its establishment in 1949
and held authoritarian control
until his death. His theoretical
contribution to MarxismLeninism, along with his
military strategies and brand
of politics are collectively
known as Maoism. Mao
enacted sweeping land
reform, by using violence and
terror to overthrow the feudal
landlords before seizing their
large estates and dividing the
land into people’s communes.
However, during the years
when Mao was China’s
"Great Helmsman", a range of
positive changes also came to
China. These included
promoting the status of
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extent of the plans of this malevolent race that undermines the women, improving popular
literacy, doubling the school
foundations of the whole world.
My wife appeared to be my collaborator but she was working under
the direction of the spies and played a double role.
Today China is very strong. It does not need any other land apart
from the one that lawfully belongs to it. China wants Europe united
and as an ally to clean the dung (according to the Greek expression)
from the Augean stables. Political developments are taking place at
a fast rate and you will soon see what is going to happen as a result.
In this one simple interview that we have had it has not been possible
to say more than this. I respect and revere Greece as being the
sacred sanctuary of knowledge, but not its politicians. They have
ruined Greece and under the guise of friendship surrendered it to the
enemy. This is the dilemma: how is Greece going to react during the
most dangerous curve of its history.
With my wishes and my love.

13.32 Everything had to happen ...
25 September 1977
[25:287-288]

Winston Churchill: How did you manage to awaken me from my
new life? What are you asking me to tell you since you know the
entire mechanism of political leadership of almost all nations. Of
course I did not operate with the Gospel in my hand. Alas if I had
done such a thing, I would have disappeared as a common citizen a
long time ago. I made a lot of mistakes that I could not avoid. These
now delay my ascent, despite the fact that according to history in
your earthly perception you elevated me as being the father of
Victory. You are fully justified in asking: which Victory, when the
world was shaped and took the shape of Evil on a universal scale?
For centuries a collection of people that had and have the capability
of working silently and in total closeness continue to derive all the
essential goods from your Earth, whereas the rest of the population
submits to the plot of Evil. One or two or even more worthy
politicians could not hold back the excessive cost of all goods and
the catastrophe coming to all living bodies.
Unfortunately England was the refuge for those who based on well
considered plans carried out the subordination of all people of the
world civilised or not to the big plans of the few perpetrated on the
many. In my memoirs I did not mention the key points of the war so
as not to insult my country and weaken its glitter. But nothing
remains secret with the passage of time. England, because of its
philanthropy, encompassed within its bosom many ungrateful
personalities who today instead of helping it, humiliate it so it too can
pay for the enormous mistakes because enemies guided it and not
true friends.
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population, providing
universal housing, abolishing
unemployment and inflation,
increasing health care
access, and dramatically
raising life expectancy. In
addition, China's population
almost doubled during the
period of Mao's leadership
(from around 550 to over 900
million). As a result, Mao is
still officially held in high
regard by many in China as a
great political strategist,
military mastermind, and
savior of the nation. Although
Mao's stated goals of
combating bureaucracy
encouraging popular
participation, and stressing
China’s self-reliance are
generally seen as laudable—
and the rapid industrialization
that began during Mao’s reign
is credited for laying a
foundation for China’s
development in the late 20th
century. Mao is still regarded
as one of the most important
figures in modern world
history.

Winston Leonard SpencerChurchill, (30 November
1874 – 24 January 1965) was
a British politician known for
his leadership of the United
Kingdom during the Second
World War. Widely regarded
as one of the greatest
wartime leaders of the
century, he served as Prime
Minister twice (1940-45 and
1951-55). A noted statesman
and orator, Churchill was also
an office in the British Army, a
historian, a writer, and an
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Some of these enemies transferred to the USA and managed to
govern from the wings. I was accused by all the foreigners who were
alert that I was from this race of the enemies of humanity. They are
justified, without knowing the maneuvering of my decisions. If
England had been defeated by the German hordes, the whole world
would have changed face, may be for the better. I do not know what
would have resulted if the secret plans that are unknown to all and
are hidden as the apple of the eye from your enemies were known.
What I foresee is everything that had to happen happened to uncover
the guilty and to make them pay for their sins. The big movement
against the enemy will take place suddenly in Russia. The USA will
pay dearly for its own foolishness and sadly also will the leaders of
the enemy. The other nations will coordinate their efforts for closer
collaboration.
The stance that I took as a conservative and ignoring all that I should
have known, I am paying for in my new life. Take care to believe in
the words of Divine intervention.
I thank you because you have comforted me in all that I have said
even if it was concealed. With my wishes for peace.

13.33 I feel sorry for my country
18 September 1977
[25:285-287]

Franklin Roosevelt: With love and compassion I wish success for
the true unity of the nations so they can gain the peace in the world
that they have been longing for for so many years and from which
Divine Enlightenment is dependent upon your cooperation.
From the beginning, my friends, I was against wars and all the other
dreadfulness that stems from the specter of human misery. As you
know I was a man who respected and relied on the Christian religion.
When the Satanic Germany with its leader the maniac Hitler
launched the Second World War and the whole of Europe was in
lethargy, in order to destroy Europe’s civilisation that enlightened
both Earth hemispheres, we were compelled to enter the war to
assist old Europe despite my abhorrence of war. My statements
remain in historical documents. Unfortunately my health did not
allow me to be more active, so I could infiltrate the dark forces that
governed the fortunes of the World from the sidelines, treacherously,
silently and with dexterity. A valuable collaborator was my wife,
Eleanor, a rare companion and my guide to many points in my
career. I was so occupied with the final victory over our enemy I did
not have the necessary time to recognise the real enemies of Man,
who were unknown to me. Neither could I even imagine searching
for this power that was taking over more and more of the USA
government administration.
I now see everything as a spirit, but what can I do when most of
those in higher positions of authority are deceived or rendered torpid
by the relevant Zionists who close their mouths by various methods
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artist. He is the only British
Prime Minister to have
received the Nobel Prize in
Literature. Churchill was born
into the aristocratic family of
the Dukes of Marlborough.
His father was a charismatic
politician As a young army
officer, he saw action in
British India, the Sudan, and
the Second Boer war. He
gained fame as a war
correspondent and wrote
books about his campaigns.
His steadfast refusal to
consider defeat, surrender, or
a compromise peace helped
inspire British resistance,
especially during the difficult
early days of the War when
Britain stood alone in its
active opposition to Hitler.
Churchill was particularly
noted for his speeches and
radio broadcasts, which
helped inspire the British
people. He led Britain as
Prime Minister until victory
over Nazi Germany had been
secured. Named the Greatest
Briton of all time in a 2002
poll, Churchill is widely
regarded as being among the
most influential persons in
British history.

Franklin Delano Roosevelt
January 30, 1882 – April 12,
1945, also known by his
nd
initials, FDR was the 32
USA President from1933 to
1945 and a central figure in
world events during the mid20th century, leading the
United States during a time of
worldwide economic
depression and total war. The
only American president
elected to more than two
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lawful or unlawful.
I feel sorry for this great nation of the USA that is being heavily
exploited by hated inhuman agents of the CIA who incite all the
services of the nation from the sidelines. Evil has entered in depth
and for this reason the Heavenly Authority intervenes and reveals
various facets of the enemy to alert all the nations, irrespective of
their ideologies, to this Satanic breeding ground that has its
headquarters in my country. The pit that is being prepared for the
whole World is ready, and the murderers will fall into it. The trap that
they have set will become their grave.
I wonder why so many nations have not developed a safeguard to
defend themselves and to destroy the walls of the non-Jewish agents
who are their (Zionists’) main army. If the prudent of the USA
prepare and face the Daemon, they will be confused by fear. This
situation my brethren, is in the hands of Divinity.
You, in your torpidity are unable to rise with a common cause: The
elimination of this centre. For this, changes in your actions will occur
with certain anomalies, if you do not previously collaborate as parties
towards a single studied direction so you do not lose your orientation.
I am unable to extend my talk further. I am not permitted. With faith
and the help of God you will achieve everything.
With all my love.

13.34 The universal masks of politics
23 June 1974
[23:228-229]

Pharah: I will expand briefly upon the politics of the stronger nations
of the world, so you can perceive how the two powers of Good and
Evil clash.
Whereas the aim of Evil is to exterminate the Good, Good does not
seek to exterminate Evil since it is made up of human souls. Good
tries to enchain and immobilize Evil in all its manifestations.
You would have noticed if you are careful and perceptive, that Evil
has made enormous mistakes that will cause it to fall. These are:
corruption of consciences, prostitution, exploitation of nations,
unethical political lying, the daily embezzlement of public wealth, the
wasting of money on unproductive works, unsuccessful technical
freedom of women based on expressions of desire mostly without an
ethical basis, the wide spread use of narcotics, the miserable fall of
justice, slander, spread of hate, the buying of silence on justice, the
forced muzzling of free speech, the clash of so called ideologies, the
shameless enforced propaganda of falsehood and a million other
tricks of bad faith of the hardened conscience of human
comprehension.

terms, he facilitated a durable
coalition that realigned
American politics for decades.
Energized by his personal
victory over paralytic illness,
FDR's unfailing optimism and
activism contributed to a
renewal of the national spirit.
He worked closely with
Winston Churchill and Joseph
Stalin in leading the Allies
against Germany and Japan
in WW II but died just as
victory was in sight. As World
War II loomed after 1938, with
the Japanese invasion of
China and the aggressions of
Nazi Germany, FDR gave
strong diplomatic and
financial support to China and
the United Kingdom, while
remaining officially neutral.
He supervised the
mobilization of the U.S.
economy to support the Allied
war effort. As an active
military leader, Roosevelt
implemented an overall war
strategy on two fronts that
ended in the defeat of the
Axis powers and the
development of the world's
first atom bomb. In 1942
Roosevelt ordered the
internment of 100,000
Japanese American civilians.
Unemployment dropped to
2%, relief programs largely
ended, and the industrial
economy grew rapidly to new
heights as millions of people
moved to new jobs in war
centers, and 16 million men
and 300,000 women were
drafted or volunteered for
military service. Roosevelt
dominated the American
political scene not only during
the twelve years of his
presidency, but also for
decades afterward.
Roosevelt's diplomatic impact
also resonated on the world
stage long after his death,
with the United Nations and
Bretton Woods as examples
of his administration's wideranging impact. Roosevelt is
consistently rated by scholars
as one of the top three US
Presidents

We have stressed many times that the sly and infernal Zionism is the
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brain behind all the above acts of the Cunning Spirit on Earth that
divides its politics into two sides of equal value. So, the world’s
nations that are clear-sighted join one of the two sides, which
compete with each other superficially through lies and immorality.
These two sides have their common source in Zionism. One side is
Communism-Marxism of Russia with the mask of the apparent
defender of the enslaved nation, and the other is the USA with the
Jewish capital and with the mask of the apparent defender of private
wealth.
The brightest political men of the rest of the world unfortunately have
not recognised this collusion of Communism and Capitalism.
Instead, the European countries expelling those with various masks
and establishing real and pure democracy, strong and just, they
discuss their small differences pointlessly. Thus they delay unity and
give time to the agents of Evil to work to corrode the democratic form
of government.
Evil will not be able to make further inroads because already the
Spiritual World has intervened and will utterly overturn everything.
Everything has its limit; beyond this they will be overturned either
willingly or otherwise.
China with its mask of communism, strives for true democracy. For
this reason it will work closely with Europe, so that the invincible
castle of China will save humanity from the great danger of Zionism
and not as the agents of Zionism proclaimed that the yellow race is a
danger to the world.
If China had not been enlightened in time, the disputes between
Russia and the USA would have presented in the forefront the most
hideous and inhuman government of the world, the Jewish
Imperialism, for the enslaving of all nations. But the Evil Spirit has
other wishes and Anarhon has other commands. You will see these
new developments in the political arena and you will see what is
going to happen.
Light wins not the darkness. Truth governs with justice and not
falsehood. Love not hate gathers the forces together.

13.35 Political guidance
17 August 1974
[23:252:254]

Confucius: My dear brethren, whilst your country is at the boiling
point why is no one capable of knowing where you are heading and
what the near future will bring? There are men within and outside the
government that have difficulty perceiving the transcendental powers
of the Divine and His directions for defending the Greek soil.
I ask: Why are these men so small-minded?
I will answer myself: It is because they do not have real faith in their
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religion, only saying they believe in Christianity.
Do not be frightened. Many of them will learn the truth, because real
Christianity is: “Truth” and “Love”.
Today you have the universal opinion in your favour. Also you have
as allies the European nations that have realised the collusion of
Zionism, with the mask of the CIA.
Great China first understood the aim of Zionism and it persecuted
and persecutes its agents. The enemies of humanity disgracefully
deceived the clever Europeans who just now have awakened and
are locating the agents so they can eliminate them. From now on,
the Zionist mafia will have wretched defeats. One will follow the
other.
Learn it well. China is on your side. If it does not speak, it is doing
so from prudence to defend not only its own interests but also those
of the entire free world.
You are wondering what is the role of Soviet Russia. It is only
interested in itself and it acts according to its own self interest. Do
not trust its promises; do not forget it is the other jaw of Zionism
under a different guise.
Be careful at every step. Russia is afraid of the unification of Europe
and its dynamic enemy, China. If it wants to do something wrong, it
will pay woefully for its imprudence. China is watching and no one
will be able to march against it.
The aim is for a third world war not to break out for the benefit of the
Zionists, because they hold the world’s gold in their hands. When
the Spiritual World wishes to destroy something, even if this is called
the “material motivation of gold” it will destroy it. Do not have the
idea that you become rulers only through wealth. In a sudden instant
this wealth of the Zionists can become the weapon for their demise.
Be calm and await the speedy developments of Heaven on the
contaminations of your Earth. We, the Stars of the Lord do not have
any other nationality but only this of Heaven. We punish the unjust
and vile murderers of their brothers.
As the Spiritual World stated, there will be the immediate removal of
those that cause your misfortune, so they can give account of their
actions, the shameful betrayal by selling their brothers to strangers of
another religion who are faithful to their god Baphomet.
Come to your senses, gather around a strong leader and do not
regress with pointless thoughts, which are inappropriate for this time.
Evil gathered its forces that are very obedient to their leadership and
follow the given direction. But you the Christians who ought to be
superior, unfortunately are not.
Bear in mind, and luckily for you, Evil does have political maturity
because it is tempted by gold. Despite believing that it knows
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everything, it is led to the abyss. Follow the general situation and
you will recognise its downfall with your own eyes. No one is able to
resist His will, of Who faces Evil with Heavenly powers.
The abatement of events is temporary because when the appetite for
Evil is opened, it multiplies. When the Snake fills its stomach with its
prey then it is ready to receive the bullet from the hunter and be
destroyed as useless.
Your Greece has honoured knowledge, the pure and high
knowledge. It has glorified the real God, the Creator of the world.
Today it will be glorified for both: Knowledge and Faith.

13.36 Why my dream did not materialise
31 August 1974
[23:261-264]

E Venizelos: I come by the commandment not only the permission
of the Spiritual World. I participated in the political arena, not only of
Greece but also of the whole world.
Of course, you the reader of this text are waiting for me to talk about Eleftherios Venizelos (23
the outcome of the Greek political situation that is happening in August 1864 – 18 March
Greece.
1936) was an eminent Greek
The Spiritual World has already defined the path for Greece. Greece
will triumph in all areas, diplomatically, spiritually, dynamically and
politically.
You all know what was my dream and why it did not materialise. You
are heading for its materialisation as long as you are united. Do not
pay attention to the various announcements by the traitors and by
your foreign enemies – follow the leader of your democratic
constitution. The Spiritual World will advise you on the path of the
nation.
As I said I have come to enlighten you on the dark points of
disturbances, revolutions, dictatorships and wars. Who are they who
with treacherous and diabolical plans work for a government that is
inhuman and extremely strong wanting to enslave all the nations of
the world.
You are the same. You who with arrogance, personal interests and
many other benefits, you enter into the lodges of the enemy to enjoy
the tranquility, the support, and the hidden betrayal of the nation to
which you belong.
Masonry has destroyed all the nations. It has placed mines. It gave
the nectar of opium, so it can govern you with the mask of an angel
and at the same time prepare the abyss in which you are today.
There are men that esteem these organisations without realizing that
they are working for a goal that is kept secret. These sly enemies of
humanity distribute printed copies of Sacred scriptures where they
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revolutionary, a prominent
and illustrious statesman as
well as a charismatic leader in
the early 20th century.
Elected several times as
Prime Minister of Greece and
served from 1910 to 1920 and
from 1928 to 1932. Venizelos
had such profound influence
on the internal and external
affairs of Greece that he is
credited with being "the
maker of modern Greece",
and he is still widely known as
the “Ethnarches”. The Athens
airport is named in his
honour. Not only did he
initiate constitutional and
economic reforms that set the
basis for the modernization of
Greek society, but he also
reorganized both army and
navy in preparation of future
conflicts. Before the Balkan
Wars of 1912–1913,
Venizelos' catalytic role
helped gain Greece entrance
to the Balkan League, an
alliance of the Balkan states
against Ottoman Turkey.
Through his diplomatic
acumen, Greece doubled her
area and population with the
liberation of Macedonia,
Epirus and the rest of the
Aegean islands. In World
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state the arrival of the Second Coming of Christ, lying of course, War I (1914–1918), he
brought Greece on the side of
because Christ is already in His Second Spiritual Presence.
And all of this because in America their messiah will be revealed.
They can mock you and say: “Here is Christ, He has indeed returned
because his Father is sending him to the chosen people, so he can
take in his hands the government of the world”. This way they will
slowly take in their hands all the religions of the world so they can
subjugate them under one and only: of Jehovah, whose other names
you know.
Those who are going to resist are the Christian nations. That is why
the Zionists would first turn towards the other nations so they can
gain “religious-political” power and surround all the others with force
and temptations so they can become slaves of the Jews.
This section of the Jewish race that operates and claims that it is
unique in knowledge, the sciences and the professions is Zionist.
With different traps they are trying to temp you with money and
persuasion. Their aim is the extinction of Christianity, while in their
texts they underline that Christ is theirs. And what happened during
His crucifixion, and the instigation of the crowd, were carried out by
others and not them, and the rabbis should not have done what they
did. Watch them! They are dangerous, because even Greek
Christians, priests and politicians have succumbed to their
persuasion into their nets.
I will refer to the Kabbalah, the spinal column of these organisations.
You have to bear in mind that no one knows much about “Kabbalah”.
Nothing is written by an author, for you to know the way of using the
powers of the Kabbalah. This teaching is given orally to the chosen
ones by a Zionist rabbi. It is forbidden that it be written. They know
very well that the soul returns many times to Earth to acquire
knowledge. This is one of the reasons why they sacrifice their own
people to achieve a certain aim.
These mystics communicate with their god, Baphomet, who exists in
the ether and is close to matter. Because Man is partly material, he
is attracted by the tempting propositions of the responsible agents of
Zionism. The difference is that they extol atheism. This is because
when Man does not have a spiritual link with the Divine he becomes
prey to his fortune.
All masonic lodges corrupt the entity spiritually and psychically.
“How is this done”? this is a special craft of the Zionists that their
preys do not perceive. As collaborators to the world’s misfortune,
they are considered by the Spiritual World as unworthy of having a
free spirit.

the Allies further expanding
the Greek borders. However,
his pro-Allied foreign policy
brought him in direct conflict
with the monarchy, causing
the National Schism. The
Schism polarized the
population between the
royalists and Venizelists. The
struggle for power between
the two groups afflicted the
political and social life of
Greece for decades.
Following the Allied victory,
Venizelos secured new
territorial gains. Despite his
achievements, Venizelos was
defeated in the 1920 General
Election, which contributed to
the eventual Greek defeat in
the Greco-Turkish War (19191922). Venizelos, in selfimposed exile, represented
Greece in the negotiations
that led to the signing of the
Treaty of Lausanne, and the
agreement of a mutual
exchange of populations
between Greece and Turkey.
In his subsequent periods in
office Venizelos succeeded in
restoring normal relations with
Greece's neighbours and
expanded his constitutional
and economical reforms. In
1935 Venizelos resurfaced
out of retirement to support a
military coup and its failure
severely weakened the
Second Hellenic Republic, the
republic he had created.

Kabbalah:
Kabbalah
originally developed entirely
within the realm of Judaism
and cabbalists often use
classical Jewish sources to
explain and demonstrate its
esoteric teachings

Other strong organisations of the Zionists’ are the Illuminati, the
Theosophists and many others that work quietly and invisibly. I
would like to touch on a point: the Christians instead of imitating their
organisation structure they try to become an obstacle to one brother
or another without a unique aim, without accord and without common
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ideal. Thus the daemon of Evil on Earth undermines the battlements
of the Christian world at the expense of the Christian religion and its
leader Jesus Christ.
But the time has come to reveal everything because the Lord does
not remain inactive. Already He has taken control of the fierce battle
against The Bad Daemon at the directive of His Father. You can
understand what I want to say with this last phrase.
Hail Christianity, Glory to Greece.
With my blessings for the triumph of the Greek land.

Icon of St. George by
Emmanuel Tzanes (1660-80),
now housed in the Church of
San Salvatore, Chania, Crete.

13.37 Greece will be justified
25 July 1974
[23:242-243]

George the Triumphant (St George): My dear brethren, the
guidance of the Greek Army has been assigned to me. Not that we
are warlike and want to exterminate nations that are not guilty, but
the leaders with their spirit poisoned by Zionism, who by various
means fight indirectly against Christianity, irrespective that their intent
are different to cover their goal.
The battle is for Christianity and wherever I walk, you should know,
there are only victories.
The time has arrived to lance the Snake of misfortune. My lance is This great miracle worker and
martyr lived in the latter part
made of a deadly fire.
The Divine Light lights up the path of the Greeks and my horse
gallops towards the enemy front wherever it is. I am ready and
waiting. If the spirits of the enemies do not make a 90-degree turn,
the angels will give the signal so you can realize that these abstract
images consist of the reality.
Wronged Greece, has to be vindicated and will be vindicated only
through victory. The enemy must be punished and will be punished
by its enslaving.
Hail Truth! The wreath of glory is awaiting Greece because it
glorified the name of the Lord, it first taught Christianity and it was
sacrificed for its altars and its vestal.
The light of Truth directs the Greek Spirit to where it is destined.
Where to? You will see with your own eyes.
Hail Greece.
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of the third century A.D.
during Diocletian's rule of the
Roman Empire. He originally
came from the area of
Cappadocia and was raised
by very pious parents. He
suffered many tortures
because of his belief, but
never considered renouncing.
His father was martyred for
the faith. After his father's
death, his mother took him to
Palestine, where she had
farm land. At a young age, he
served in the Roman army
under Emperor Diocletian and
was commended many times
for his service to the Empire.
Since paganism was the state
religion, Diocletian focused
his efforts toward the
suppression of Christianity.
During the year 303 A.D.,
Diocletian summoned his
aides to meet in Caesarea, a
city of the Eastern Roman
Empire. He held three general
meetings with his aides,
instructing them to persecute
the Christians. St. George,
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13.38 The nations will rise against the common
enemy
19 March 1977
[25:181-183]

Angel Lefkologos: My name may seem strange to you because I
come for the first time bringing with me the Blessing of the Lord and
of the Heavenly Leaders and Teachers.
But why have they chosen me? This is easy for you to work out. I
never transmit opinions other than those of the Lord so that my
words are always white (pure). Not that others have words that are
coloured (impure) but I am sent to those who receive messages and
from outside our Kingdom. For this reason I have never appeared
and it was an opportunity for me to appear so you can understand
that there are a great number of angels that perform other duties,
apart from those that you receive from the Great Teachers. The
White Logos is the shield that the Spiritual World offers you, because
the nations of this world are rebelling, which is something that the
Zionist authority is seeking to occur. However it does not know that
its wish to start a bloody world war will not materialise.
The nations will turn against the common enemy that has created
this stormy situation. All these, refer to the general situation of your
world. The Spiritual World is especially interested in the area of the
Greek land and in its nation and not in those governing. It is they
who will become the destroyers of this government.

since he had shown his
excellence while serving in
the army, was among these
aides. Diocletian asked them
to pledge their allegiance to
this cause by making pagan
sacrifices as proof of their
loyalty. All the aides pledged
their loyalty except St.
George. The emperor
summoned the executioners
to take the saint and have him
bound to the rim of a wheel
set with sharp spikes.
Diocletian admired the
courage of the saint and
asked him to sacrifice to the
gods to save himself. He
refused Diocletian's request
and welcomed the chance to
be martyred for Christ, as his
father had done. After praying
to God, he heard a voice from
heaven say, "Do not fear,
George, I am with you." With
the help of Christ, the spiked
wheel had no effect on St.
George. When the saint
appeared before Diocletian
not only was he unharmed,
but an angelic aura had
settled about him. Suddenly,
two officers of the Roman
army, Anatolios and
Protoeon, appeared before
Diocletian with two thousand
soldiers. They admitted their
belief in Christ and Diocletian
had them all executed.

I do not want to mention the names of some who act unpatriotically
and are enemies of the people. A few of those around their leader
have drugged him and he does not see in front of his nose. Because
flattery has given wings to his egoism - he has chosen the worst
collaborators. But I should not speak idly because you are going to
see where they are going to end up with their unlawfulness.
The narrative episode of Saint
They enforce inappropriate laws, but for themselves these laws do
not apply - they say one thing and do another. They have disgraced
Justice and it is foolish to compare the Greek internal situation with
that of Europe. If a European nation decided to commit suicide,
ought you to do the same? This is what the few dark intellectual
advisers of the prime minister advise him to do thus degrading the
whole economy of the state, supported by foreign powers alien to
Christianity.
There are some other ministers, not liked by the people, but who
reconcile with the authority of the leader. Whereas those who I have
mentioned previously are the dangerous ones. It is those the leader
should fear because they have convinced him of the correctness of
his steps even though he is totally wrong.
If the government, forced by events moves towards a dictatorship,
then there will be bloodshed in Greece and the enemy will benefit.
Let the sleeping foolish ones open their eyes and not let the Snake
render them numb, so they may avoid the internal conflict and
confront the external attack.
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George and the Dragon took
place in a place he called
"Selene", in Libya; The town
had a large lake, where a
plague bearing dragon lived.
To appease the dragon, the
people of Selene used to feed
it two sheep every day, and
when the sheep failed, they
fed it their children, chosen by
lottery. It happened that the
lot fell on the king's daughter.
The king, distraught with grief,
told the people they could
have all his gold and silver
and half of his kingdom if his
daughter were spared; the
people refused. The daughter
was sent out to the lake,
decked out as a bride to be
fed to the dragon. St George
by chance rode past the lake.
The princess, trembling,
sought to send him away, but
George vowed to remain. The
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That is what I had to say on behalf of the Governing Authority and to
depart after I again give you the blessings of the Spiritual World.

dragon reared out of the lake
while they were conversing.
Saint George fortified himself
with the Sign of the Cross
charged it on horseback with
his lance, and gave it a
grievous wound and then
killed it.
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